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ABSTRACT
Measures of Cognitive Structure! Do They
Really Assess Learning at the Level of Comprehension?
September 1978
Marcy R. Perkins, A.B., Mt. Holyoke College
M.S., University of Massachusetts
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Recently, a group of researchers has begun applying psycho-
metric models and methods to the problem of conceptualizing
and measuring subject matter structure, students' cognitive
structure, and their correspondence. Word association, graph
construction, and/or card sorting tasks, for example, have
been used to obtain similarity judgements of key instructional
concepts. The analyses of these judgements, v/hich can result
in graphic or otherwise pictorial representations, are then
taken to reflect students* internal organizations—cognitve
structure— of those key concepts. Studies to date have
shown that this cognitive structure changes as a function of
instruction, that it is related to field independence, that
it changes as a function of organization of the instruction,
and that the methods used thus far to measure it produce
similar results. What has not been indisputably demonstrated,
however, is whether these measures in fact tap aspects of
structure related to comprehension and subsequent learning
on the level we, as educators, generally want to measure.
(vi)
It could te the cnse, for instance, that the level of struc-
ture tapped Is learned by rote with no real comprehension of
the material reaulred. If that were true, cognitive struc-
ture might appear to approximate content structure tut
recall would te low. If, on the other hand, these measures
do tap appropriate structure, then they should be able to
discriminate among students In different states of learning
after equivalent Instruction. The first purpose of this
study, therefore, was to determine whether the cognitive
structure that is revealed through the application of this
methodology is indicative of student comprehension and
learning, or whether it can be trained without the student's
full understanding, and subsequent learning, of the relevant
material.
The second purpose of the study was to apply this psycho-
metric methodology to a learning situation that has produced
a nonspecific facilitative transfer effect. While the effect
has been discussed in terms of initially presented information
serving as a knowledge "bridge" between what students already
know and the difficult material they are asked to learn from
a second passage, what actually transfers from the first to
the second passage is not clear. Measuring the cognitive
structure created by the learning of these passages in both
facilitative and nonfacilitatlve conditions, then, should
bring some insi^-ht to the question of what nonspecific trans-
fer really is.
Five groups of 20 students epch read two prose passages,
completed a word-association and a graph construction test
on each passage, and took a recall test on the second passage.
All students read the same, dlffIcult-to-comprehend second
passage, but the first passage varied over groups. Students
Initially read either a concrete or abstract passage, crossed
with Instructions to underline key concepts or not, or they
read a structure-training passage, designed to train cogni-
tive structure without requiring comprehension of the material.
Results of the recall and proximity tests Indicated that
the sort of cognitive structure assessed by proximity measures
cp^^ "be trained to correspond to content structure, but that
subsequent recall remains low. The nonspecific facllltatlve
transfer effect was replicated, but an additional Interaction
with the underlining variable also appeared. Those who
underlined In an already facllltatlve condition. In other
words, learned even more while underllners In the nonfaclll-
tatlve condition learned even less than non-underllners
.
While caution is advised in using this methodology to assess
school-type learning for instructional decision-making, since
comprehension is not always implicated in their results,
other potential applications of these measurement technlaues
are discussed, along with some of the problems of interpre-
tation they raise. The relationship between cognitive
structure as defined here and learning of various sorts still
has potential in educational assessment and therefore warrants
further investigation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRCDUCTICN
"In the course of the development of curriculum in
education, the concept of knowledge structure has been at
the forefront of a great deal of thinking. It is an expres-
sion that has teen variously interpreted" (Smith, 196^1, p. 2).
Curriculum developers generally agree, however, that learning
the "structure" of a discipline, as opposed to rote facts,
requires full understanding of a subject matter and hence
leads to better retention, facilitates problem solving, and
results in better transfer of skills to new situations. Eut
In order to teach subject matter structure so that retention,
problem-solving, and skill transfer may be facilitated, we
need to know a little more about what we might mean by
structure--both of the content discipline and its representa-
tion in memory—and how to measure it. How researchers have
approached the conceptualization of knowledge structure has,
in part, depended upon the research tradition within which
they are working (Perkins, Note 1). Cognitive researchers,
for example, are generally concerned vjlth building theories
of semantic memory and have therefore viewed knowledge struc-
ture and representation within that context. Their emphasis
has been on determining, often in the minutest detail, the
form information takes as it enters, the head and the cognitive
operations that act upon it. Educational researchers, on the
2other hand, nre more Interested In the facilitation of
learning, the effect particular manipulations of instructional
materials will have on some performance measure of learning.
Structuring the conditions under which learning will te made
more effective has "been the focal point of their endeavors,
while they have paid scant attention to what may actually be
happening in the student's head as learning takes place.
(See Perkins, Note 1, for a complete review of the literature
defining, using, or implicating "knowledge structure.")
Recently, however, an approach has arisen whose end is
to arrive at a conceptualization of structure that will per-
mit valid measurement of the structure in the content material,
the representation of that structure in the student's head
following learning, and the degree of correspondence between
the two. It is an approach originating within psychometric
theory. Rfther than formulate a theory of semantic memory
or specify the situational conditions under which learning
is improved, a group of investigators coming from a psycho-
metric perspective are viewing questions involving knowledge
structure as fundamentally problems of measurement. Methods
should be developed, they argue, that will measure both the
structure inherent in instructional material and the struc-
ture resultant in the learner's head following the learning
of the material in such a way as to render them comparable.
With the ability to Judge the correspondence, or lack there-
of, between content and cognitive structure, the potential
3
for the evaluation of learning outcomes and subsequent edu-
cational declslon-maklng Is great. The structure of students
falling into different groups, however defined, can te com-
pared; structures of students can te compared to structures
of teachers; and structures of students can te compared to
subject matter structure. And with the results of these
comparisons, we might begin to reliably determine where
learning has failed or misunderstandings exist or how other
student variables may Interact with the structuring of
information In memory.
The two crucial questions raised by this approach are.
of course: 1) what methods are available and appropriate
for measuring content structure, and 2) what methods are
available and appropriate for measuring cognitive structure.
And the corollary Question to both of these Is. what are we
going to accept as a definition of knovdedge structure? To
answer the last question first, forerunners In the applica-
tion of psychometric models and methods to issues in cognition
have almost exclusively accepted the thesis that meaning Is
relational In structure. Garner (1962) states that words or
events become meaningful only as they acquire relational
structure, and that structure Is not just the sum of the
significations of individual words. Deese (I965) asserts that
meaning consists of relations between linguistic events and
that we "must find ways of reducing the organization inherent
within collections of words to underlying patterns" (p. 65).
And Flllenbaum and Rapoport (1971) speak of language as a
system of relations in that the meaning of an Item Is a
function of the set of meaning relations which hold between
that item and other items in the same semantic domain.
Because of the interest In and importance placed on how large
chunks of information are processed, how lerming relates to
0 "broad context, psychometricians interested in cognitive
structure have chosen to study unit-sized tits of instruction—
rather than words, sentences, or paragraphs—and have there-
fore accepted the relational structure existent among major
concepts in the instructional material as being "knowledge
structure.
"
Determining precisely what methods are available and
appropriate for the measurement of content and cognitive
structure is essentially the raison d 'etre of the studies in
this area. The early studies on the measurement of concept
association and relatedness (p. E. Johnson, 196^ff) were
aimed at establishing word association measures as useful
Indicators and predictors of student understanding of relat-
edness among instructional concepts. The later research
(represented by Shavelson, Preece, Rudnitsky) built upon the
results of earlier work and set about applying more sophis-
ticated measurement techniaues and analyses to the structure
measurement problem. Just what methods have been applied,
and how they have been used, in specific situations, then.
Is the question that warrants reviev;. Further, the entire
5Issue of the efficacy of applying psychometric models and
methods to problems in cognition demands some additional
consideration.
Studies of Associative Meanlnr:
Johnson (196^) was one of the earliest to accept and
promote a relational structure of meaning vjlthin a subject
discipline and, as such, was one of the first to use a word-
association measure as a V7ay to tap student understanding of
'
that structure. Ke operated from the thesis that conceptual
relationships among words in a subject matter like physics
would provide a powerful constraint on how words defining
the physics concepts are used. Accordingly, the degree to
which students understand these conceptual relationships
should be reflected in the extent to which they interrelate
concepts consistent vrith the system. Correlating the number
of Interrelated associations given by students on a word
association (WA) test with the students' degree of involve-
ment in physics, then, Johnson (196^) showed that those
students who were currently taking physics produced more
interrelated associations than students who had already taken
the course; those students, however, produced more interrela-
ted associations than students only planning to trke physics,
who in turn generated more than students who had neither
taken physics nor were planning to.
Johnson (I965) investigated the usefulness of the WA
6test ns on Index of school leamlnc ty examining the extent
to which problem solving in physics was related to specific
patterns of concept associations produced by students. While
e relationship was found, it was not a uniform one. Good
problem-solvers generally produced more interrelated associa-
tions than poorer problem-solvers except when the problem
solving test was administered before the WA test; in this
condition, some concepts elicited more responses from the
poorer problem solvers, bringing their WA performance closer
to that of the good solver. Johnson concluded that some
concepts are more dependent on general language habits than
others and whether this dependency was interfering or facili-
tative remained to be seen.
It was in his 196? study that Johnson really began to
address himself to theproblem of measuring the overall con-
ceptual structure that students might have in memory as a
result of having learned relationships among subject matter
concepts. Concepts, says Johnson, are defined through their
relations with other concepts, and the logical structure of
any given set of materials is determined by the interrelations
among concepts as formally specified by the constraints with-
in the materials. The types of constraints that Johnson
keeps referring to are things like the formulas that appear
in physics instruction, dictating exactly how certain concepts
are to be related. Learning, then, consists of internalizing
these interrelations, so that individuals at different levels
7of achievement should exhibit differences on measures of
concept interrelatedness. Furthermore, since the theoreti-
cal structure of a discipline serves as a framework for
relating concepts to experience, these differences should
correlate with empirical characteristics of the content
material; high achievers, in other words, should be more
likely to exhibit concept associations similar to those
occurring in the instructional material thrn low achievers.
And results in Johnson (196?) and Johnson (I969) were con-
sistent with these hypotheses.
Before proceeding with Johnson's last study, it seems
appropriate to include a few remarks atonit the measure of
concept interrelatedness that Johnson used and v;hich will
appear in a good many later studies. A ¥A test is typically
one which consists of a number of stimulus xTOrds, to each of
which students are instructed to respond with as many related
words or concepts as they can. Results of the test, then,
are in the form of lists of response words corresponding to
each stimulus word. And measuring the degree of relatedness
among stimulus words is done through the use of a relatedness
coefficient (RC) developed by Garskoff and Houston (I963).
The EC is "designed to capture the general level of verbal
relatedness regardless of the specific :klnds of relation-
ships vrhich may exist betv/een the words njnder consideration"
(p. 279) and is a function of both the responses two
stimulus words have in common and their relative position
8
within the respective response hierarchies. Two stimulus
words to which a student has responded with many of the same
concepts, m other words, would have a higher RC and would be
considered to te more highly associated or more similar than
two stimulus words with little or no overlap In their res-
ponse distributions.
Johnson, Curran. and Cox (I971), the final study In this
series, present a specific model for how a set of concepts
ore interrelated In Newtonian mechanics. Their model Is
based mostly on the formula constrainus within the Instructional
material and simply shows which concepts are associated with
which other ones and how closely. Johnson et al. then pro-
ceed to demonstrate that their model will account for word
association and concept similarity Judgments given by students
of Newtonian mechanics.
A general conclusion that can be dravm from Johnson's
studies seems to be that defining subject matter structure
as a relational one Involving the major concepts in the
discipline and using word association measures to assess the
learning of that structure constitute a viable approach to
evaluating hl£:h-order school learning. Certainly any subject
matter has a set of fundamental concepts related to one
another in such a way as to comprise an overall structure of
the subject, and if association measures can begin to assess
learning of that structure, more sophisticated and accurate
measures with significant educational implications might v:ell
9be In the offing.
Mensurement of Content nnd Cog:nltlve Structure
Shavelson
.
According to Shavelson (I972), "a critlcnl
problem In the development of curriculum and In the formula-
tion of Instruction In that of how to structure a body of
knowledge so that communication of this knox^ledge to the
learner can be effective, and his learning correspondingly
efficient" (p. 225). The approach to this problem, he goes
on to say, has typically been to study the structure of
memory and the processes of learning and then make recommen-
dations regarding the use of this postulated structure and
these hypothesized processes in instruction. While there is
nothing Inherently T-nrong vdth this approach, the critical
question it raises—i.e., what ls_, in fact, the correspond-
ence between content structure and structure in memory—has
not been studied directly, and it is this question that con-
cerns Shavelson. His assumption is that if learning is
efficient, then the content structure of the material and
the conceptual structure in the student's head should match.
Following Johnson's lead, he very specifically defines content
structure as "the web of concepts (words, symbols) and their
interrelations in a body of instructional material" (Shovel-
son, 197^a, p. Ill) and cognitive structure as "a hypothe-
tical construct referring to the organization (relationships)
of concepts in memory" (Shavelson, 197^a, p. II6). Of
10
concern at this point is searching for a set of techniques
which will 1) represent content structure as Interrelations
among concepts. Ideas, or propositions, since "any notion of
structure rests at lenst as much on these Interrelations as
on the v;ords themselves" (Shavelson, 1974a, p. 112); 2)
produce data consistent vdth the definition of cognitive
structure; and 3) yield content and cognitive structure
data In forms comparable to one another. And most of Shavel-
son' s studies, to which we now turn, have been directed tox>7ard
finding such a set of techniques, along with demonstrating
their use.
Shavelson' s Initial two papers (1972, 1973) present the
same study from two different slants. The 1972 paper gives
the purpose of the study as being to examine the correspond-
ence between analyses of content and cognitive structure,
while the 1973 paper cites the purpose as being to extend
Johnson's results by collecting WA data over an extended
period of learning and by collecting aptitude data, both to
provide information about student learning from text. Basi-
cally, the study consisted of a six-day period of instruction
and testing. On the first day, all the students were given
a series of four aptitude tests, one or another version of a
30-item physics achievement test, and a word-association (V/A)
test containing l4 key physics concepts. Over the next five
days, the students in the instruction group read five con-
secutive Instructional packages taken from a standard physics
11
textbook, pnd nt the conclusion of each day, they received
0 WA test; at the end of the sixth day, they also took the
other form of the achievement test. Control subjects received
the same tests as the Instruction group but In a period of
three days total. Instead of five. Twenty-eight students
were assigned to the instruction group and twelve to the con-
trol group.
The achievement test data collected in the study and its
analysis were reported in both the 19?2 and I973 papers.
Results were that no performance differences existed between
instruction and control groups at pretest and none were evi-
dent between pretest and posttest for the control group; the
students in the instruction group, however, did improve their
scores significantly from pretest to posttest. From here,
treatment of the data diverges between Shavelson's two
papers. In order to examine a correspondence betvjeen con-
tent and cognitive structure, Shavelson (1972), via digraph
analysis^, constructs first an adjacency and then a distance
matrix of the 1^ major concepts in order to represent infor-
mation about the content structure. Cognitive structure is
represented through an analysis of WA test data; Shavelson
calculates relatedness coefficients (Garskoff and Houston,
1963) for pairs of stimulus words, providing the degree of
^Digraph analysis is explained in greater depth in one
of Shavelson's later studies. It seems more appropriate to
discuss it in relation to that study rather than treat it in
any great detail now.
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response overlap omong concepts for each sutject, and then
constructs a median RC matrix for each day of the instruc-
tion and control groups. Shavelson predicts that word inter-
relatedness should increase across the board for instruction
subjects as days progress, and judging from a median RC per
day, that indeed happens for the instruction group but not
for the control group, whose median RCs do not change over
days. Shavelson also compares entire matrices through cal-
culations of Su.clidean distances between them. Results of
these comparisons indicate that control group matrices
change little over days vjhereas those of the instruction
group shift considerably, becoming closer in structure to the
distance matrix of the content structure over days. Shavelson
concludes that the content structure does indeed influence
the organization of concepts in memory, given that the cogni-
tive structure of students changed over the course of instruc-
tion and moved in the direction of the content structure.
Che cautionary note burled in his discussion which will bear
weight later on, perhaps, is that "the evidence does not
suggest a near perfect correspondence between content struc-
ture and cognitive structure" (Shavelson, 1972, p. 233)
•
After reporting the achievement test data, Shavelson
(1973) does a number of seemingly peculiar analyses on the
WA test data. Prior to any formal analyses, Shavelson
divides the l^f key concepts into two groups on the basis of
how frequently they appeared in the instructional material.
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Then, m reducing subject response data, he averages the
number of responses given to low frequency concepts, both
for each day of Instruction. After plotting the mean fre-
quency of response as a function of days and frequency of
concept occurrence (high or low) for the instruction and
control groups, Shavelson then computes a 28 x 6 x 2
(instruction subjects x days x frequency of occurrence)
analysis of variance, with days and frequency of occurrence
as within subjects variables. The graph shows an increase
In mean response frequency for instruction subjects over
days but not for control subjects, and results of the
analysis are a significant main effect for days, a frequency
of occurrence effect (although the .08 difference between
the means is hardly of practical significance), and a fre-
quency X day interactions. Following this analysis, the WA
data are rescored in terms of constrained and unconstrained
responses; a constrained response was one in which the term
was an element of a defining equation for one of the stimulus
words. What was scored, then, was the frequency of con-
strained and unconstrained responses in the upper and lower
halves of student response distributions (i.e., first versus
last responses), with the assumption that responses in the
lower half are harder to retrieve than those in the upper
half. Shavelson again plots mean frequency of response in
upper and lower halves of the response distribution across
days for the instruction and control group subjects. And
Ik
he repeats the 28 x 6 x 2 ANOVA, with response distribution
position taking the place of the frequency of occurrence
variable. Again, both the plot and the analysis show a day
main effect, and the analysis also shows a distribution
position main effect, with more constrained responses appear-
ing from the upper position than from the lower. Shavelson
Is never quite clear as to exactly why these last two analyses
were done, and they do not seem completely Justified.^ That
there Is an effect of instruction across days in the number
of responses given would appear reasonably evident and is
already supported in the achievement test data: instruction
students did learn physics concepts; control subjects did not.
It would also seem obvious that the number of responses given
to words that appeared frequently in the text would be higher
than the number given to words appearing infrequently; simi-
larly, if responses in the lower position of the distribution
are assumed to be more difficult to retrieve, then finding
that constrained responses occur more frequently in the upper
portion than In the lower should come as no surprise. It sim-
ply is not clear Just v;hat these analyses offer towards
improving our understanding of how concepts are Interrelated
and structured in memory.
2Shavelson also errs in presenting the tabled results.
The frequency of occurrence and response distribution varia-
bles are listed as betv7een subjects variables, when, in fact,
they are within subjects variables.
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Before moving on from this study (Shavelson, 1973), the
additional analyses performed by Shavelson need to be dis-
cussed briefly. Shavelson correlates students' scores on
the WA tests, specifically frequency of occurrence and con-
strained response position, with their posttest achievement
scores, and finds that constrained responses In the upper
position correlate most highly with achievement (.35). Since
the response trend shows students with higher achievement
(scores giving more upper distribution constrained responses
early in instruction, Shavelson suggests that the WA test
could reflect learning of concept meaning and finding effi-
cient means of storing those meanings. If constrained res-
ponses are taken as an indication of storage efficiency (i.e.,
storing concepts by equation), then one would expect students
with low achievement scores to give fewer upper distribution
constrained responses, as did happen here. Finally, relating
aptitude to achievement and WA data of instruction students,
Shavelson found that 1) there were few correlations between
aptitude and WA test data: abstract reasoning through the
hidden figures test proved to be the most highly related to
WA; 2) verbal ability was the best prediction of pre- and
posttest achievement; and 3) abstract reasoning was related
to post- but not pretest achievement. V/hat all these results
suggest to Shavelson is that for students who performed well
on the achievement test, physics concepts became more
meaningful early in instruction.
i
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The next four studies by Shavelson (Shavelson, 1974a, b;
Shavelson & Geeslln, 1975; Shavelson & Stanton, 1975) speak
mainly to the Issues of what technlaues are best for mea-
suring content and cognitive structure and. then, how to vali-
date them. Shavelson (197^a) and Shavelson & Geeslin (1975)
both review a number of ways of representing content-
hierarchically, categorically, and graphically via tree dia-
grams, to name a few--and then settle upon the use of
directed graph theory (Karary, Norman and Cartwright, 1965)
to best depict interrelations among concepts in a subject
matter. Justification for using digraph theory in this situa-
tion may come for Harary et al. (I965) themselves, as they
state that digraphs serve as mathematical models of structural
properties of any empirical system consisting of relation-
ships among pairs of elements. Furthermore, they believe
that "despite the widespread use of structural concepts in
the social sciences, it is fair to say that the formal analy-
sis of structure has been relatively underdeveloped in these
fields. The technical terminology employed in describing
structures is meager; fe\i concepts are defined rigorously.
As a consequence, the social scientific description of struc-
tural properties tends to be couched in ambiguous terminology,
and detailed studies of structure, as such, are rather rare"
(Harary et al.
,
I965, p. 1). Digraph theory, therefore, may
provide a means of depicting physics content structure not
only for the purpose of assessing learning of that structure
17
but also for studying structure Itself in this discipline.
Shovelson (197^0 ) and Shavelson & Geeslin (1975) work
through the process of digraph analysis using examples of
content from their overall program of research to show how
content structure was arrived at, and a summary of that pro-
cess bears repeating here. The basic steps in the analysis
ore to 1) identify the key concepts in the subject matter
(this is usually a matter of judgment on the part of a con-
tent expert). 2) identify every sentence in the instruction-
al material containing two or more of the key concepts, 3)
diagram each sentence using a standard grammar (e.g., Warri-
ner & Griffith, 1957). ^) convert each sentence into a di-
graph by using the set of rules that Shavelson and Geeslin
(1975) append to their paper, 5) from the digraphs, deter-
mine the shortest distance between each pair of concepts and
enter this into a distance matrix, and 6) convert the dis-
tance matrix to a similarity matrix via a simple transforma-
tion. Constructing the matrices from the digraphs is also
explained fairly thoroughly in Hrrary et al. (I965). The
resulting similarity matrix, like the matrices produced
from WA data, can then form the basis of any number of
analyses, including multidimensional scaling, hierarchical
clustering, and graphic representation. These will be con-
sidered in greater detail somewhat later in the paper.
Shavelson (197^^^) demonstrates the use of digraph
analysis on operational systems content, and Shavelson and
18
Geesim (1975) extend it to include content in physics and
probability theory. Both papers then present preliminary
validation data V7hich indicate that several different means
of tapping cognitive structure--namely word association,
graph construction, and card sorting (card sorting is
eventually throvm out since, in these studies, it tended
not to produce discriminative data )--yi eld similar struc-
tures to one another and to the content structure v^hen ad-
ministered to the two curriculum experts who developed the
Instruction.
The two specific methods of measuring cognitive struc-
ture are presented and discussed in Shavelson (l^ykh) and
Shavelson & Stanton (1975), the purpose of the latter also
being to provide systematic evidence for the validity of
the techniques. Shavelson (197^b) describes in detail the
word associrntlon and graph construction tests and the sort
of data they will produce. The V/A test has been described
in connection with Johnson's use of it, but Shavelson pre-
sents additional ways of scoring subject protocols, i.e.,
scoring for the total number of responses per stimulus word,
the average number per stimulus word and the number of res-
ponses of a particular type per stimulus word, as well as
the overlap of response lists for pairs of stimulus words
(the relatedness coefficient of Garskoff and Houston, I963)
.
The graph construction test (GC) also consists of responding
to a series of key stimulus v;ords, but the response here
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Involves monlpulntlng the concepts to produce a graphic
structure with (labelled ) lines interconnecting sinilar
concepts. Fillenbaum and Rapoport (1971) present, in
greater detail, the statistical properties of the sorts of
graphs resulting from this task, but, basically, both the WA
and GC tests produce similarity or proximity data that can
be subjected to the same kinds of analyses as used on the
content structure data. The card sorting task first men-
tioned by Shavelson (197^a) and appearing again in Shavelson
& Stanton (1975) is one in which subjects are handed a set
of cards printed, with the key concepts encountered in the
Instructional material. They may then be told either to
sort the cards into a defined nimber of piles or into any
number of piles that they think are necessary. Clustering
analyses and latent partition analysis then produce data
bearing on the perceived similarity among concepts. Unfor-
tunately, the small number of cards used in the Shavelson
studies and the fact that they were sorted into only two
piles limited the usefulness of this technique for measuring
cognitive structure.
Regarding the validation of the above techniques as
measures of cognitive structure, Shavelson (197^b) again
presents the same preliminary results that he presented in
the last two studies. A more complete description of
results, however, is given by Shavelson and .Stanton (1975).
After obtaining an analysis of the content structure on
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operational systems, they administered the WA, graph con-
struction (GC) and card sorting tasks comprised of operational
systems concepts to the two curriculum experts mentioned pre-
viously. Up to and including this paper. Shavelson has pre-
ferred to use a hierarchical clustering solution for the
distance or similarity data, and he presents the tree struc-
ture representations for both the content and cognitive
structures. Hierarchical clustering (S. Johnson, I967) is a
procedure for grouping concepts into clusters on the basis
of similarity coefficients. On the basis of a series of
coefficient cutoffs and a recalculation of coefficients at
each level of the hierarchy, clusters are merged at succes-
sively higher levels so that one cluster eventually incor-
porates all of the smaller ones. Prior to presenting any
data, though, Shavelson and Stanton (1975) briefly review
construct validation methodlogy and rightly assert that "the
construct definition sets the boundaries for potential
measurement techjiiques and data interpretations" (p. 67).
Furthermore, one method, among several, of investigating
rival construct interpretations is to correlate scores on
different measures of the same construct; presumably, if the
techniaues are all measuring basically the same construct,
then the correlations among the scores should be reasonably
high (convergent validity criterion). This is the approach
that Shavelson and Stanton take, and they expect to show that
the \IA graph-construction, and card sort tasks all yield
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similar structures of the s^ine concepts, thereby giving
evidence of construct validity. "Convergence of representa-
tions was determined by a qualitative or nominal comparison
between graphs" (r.havelson & Stanton, 1975. p. 76). Without
actually calculating any formal correlational analysis, they
conclude that there is a "close correspondence" betvjeen the
content structure representation and the WA and GC cognitive
representations, as well as between the GC and V/A representa-
tions themselves (because of the failure of the card-sort
task to produce data that could be analyzable by hierarchical
clustering, it will not be discussed further).
Shavelson and Stanton attempted to "replicate" this
finding vjith a different sample of subjects and so adminis-
tered the s.^me series of tasks to a group of mathematics
teacher interns enrolled in a mathematics curriculum course.
Although Shavelson and Stanton claim to have provided addi-
tional evidence of the convergence of the GC and WA tasks,
there are all manner of problems with their "replication"
and conclusion. First, they administered an achievement test
to the interns and established that the subjects had indeed
mastered the content material prior to participating in the
study; four paragraphs later, however, they announce that the
interns had built graphs before and after studying curricu-
lum on operational systems and that there are differences in
their cognitive representations between pre- and posttest.
Not only is it unclear where the pretest data is coming from.
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It Is less clear as to exactly how knowledgeable the interns
ore In operational systems. If they have Indeed mastered
the content as is initially suggested, then to exhibit dif-
ferences in cognitive representation between "pretest" and
"posttest" is quite contradictory (there would even be some
question as to why a pretest was given). On the other hand,
if the interns learned concepts in operational systems
betvjeen the administrations of a pre- and posttest, then
when was the achievement test given and what was its pur-
pose? These questions would appear to be important ones to
answer before the data can be of much use. In addition,
claiming close correspondence or lack of correspondence
between representations simply on the basis of what appears
to be eyeballing the data is questionable at best. From
the tree-structure diagrams that Shavelson and Stanton (1975)
present, it is not easy to see what is being judged as cor-
respondence. The structures that are exhibited as being
dissimilar do not seem to be any more different than those
that are claimed to be corresponding. That Shavelson and
Stanton (1975) have actually demonstrated convergent validity
of their measurement techniques, then, is debatable.
The remaining two studies that are further extensions
of Shavelson* s vrork are Geeslin and Shavelson (1975) f^nd
Stosz, Shavelson, Cox and Moore (I976). The purpose of
Geeslin & Shavelson vjas to extend the use of the techniques
for measuring structure to the area of mathematics instruc-
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tion, where there Is on emphasis on communicating a mathe-
matical structure to students but little empirical examina-
tion of that learning. Follovring the example set by previous
studies, Geeslin and Shavelson (1975) use digraph theory to
analyze the content structure of the probability theory
instruction that i^as chosen. One difference, however, is
that they choose to obtain a multidimensional scaling solu-
tion OS a representation of the structure, rather than a
hierarchical clustering solution, giving as justification
only the belief that a multidimensional scaling solution is
more consistent with their interpretation of the subject
matter. Cognitive structure ;>ras represented by multidimen-
sional scaling solutions of relatedness coefficient matrices
obtained from word association data. Half of the 8? junior
high subjects studied the text on probability over a period
of days (the experimental group) while the remaining half
studied a programmed text on an unrelated mathematics topic;
data on achievement and attitude were also collected.
Results of a nonparametric analysis of variance performed on
Euclidean^ distance data at pre- and posttest indicated that
the cognitive structure of subjects in the experimental
group was more similar to the content structure than was the
cognitive structure of control group subjects after instruc-
^Euclidean distances are calculated between entire
matrices with smaller distance scores indicating closer re-
lationships between the matrices. In this case, EC matrices
(cognitive structure) viere compared with digraph similarity
matrices (content structure).
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tlon. Correlations betv:een attitude scores and scores on
other variables were generally lov7, and those between
achievement and correspondence variables were low, the latter
perhaps Indicating that "learning to solve problems [achleve-
mentj and learning of mathematical structure [evidence by
cognitive and content structure correspondence] represent
different aspects of learning" (Geeslln & Shavelson, 1975,
p. 37).
Finally, Stasz et al* (1976) "investigated the corres-
pondence betvreen content and psychological structure of
individuals who differed x\i.th regard to a particular cogni-
tive style—field independence or dependence" (p. 551). The
basic assumption here is that students of different cognitive
styles may not differ from one another in overall ability
but they do differ in the way in which they learn. It might
therefore be expected that the achievement scores of these
students after learning some content would be similar while
their cognitive representations of the material in memory
would differ in systematic ways. In addition, the cognitive
style of the teachers communicating the content structure
might be expected to Interact with students' learning of
structure. The procedure of this study differed from that
in previous studies, in that content structure was repre-
sented only by four labelled clusters of important anthro-
pological concepts (the content in this study v;as a specially
prepared social studies mini course on the Mayan civilization).
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ond cognitive structure wrs measured by a similarity judgments
task involving pair-wise comparisons of the key concepts on
an 11-point rating scale. These ratings were then subjected
to a nultidimensional scaling routine to yield three-dimen-
sional representations. Achievement tests and measures of
cognitive style were also administered. While results of
the achievement test showed no differences between field-
independent (FI) and field-dependent (FD) groups of students,
although a difference betvjeen pre- and posttest due to
learning is evident for both, the cognitive representations
for the two groups were judged to be different. It is again
unclear as to what criterion was used to make such judgments,
but the cognitive structure of the FI students was judged to
be more similar to the content structure than that of the
FD students, whose configurations showed more clusters and
less differentiation between clusters. It was also the case
that the structures of the teachers were more similar to the
students than to the content structure, which surprised the
authors. Given the fact that the teachers knev: no more about
the instructional material than the students until they were
required to teach it, and therefore cannot truly be called
"experts," this result should not be altogether surprising.
In conclusion, Stasz et al . suggest that the cognitive style
variable and its measurement through these techniques be used
in Aptitude x Treatment Interaction research, as V7ell as in
research on cognition and the acquisition of knowledge. Z-ut
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since the evidence of the validity of these meosurement
technlaues Is still nrgunfcle and they have not yet been
demonstrated to detect differences In achievement levels,
this potential use Is still open to question.
Preece. Following In the spirit of Shavelson and his
colleagues and their use of hierarchical clustering and mul-
tidimensional scaling analyses of concept similarity data,
Preece (1976a) adds another type of solution: the applica-
tion of Waern's (1972) graphic representational analysis to
proximity data. Like P. Johnson and Shavelson, Preece
accepts the definition of cognitive structure as the pattern
of concept Interrelatedness In memory and the basic assump-
tion that education Involves the building and rebuilding of
structures. As a result, he, too, Is concerned about the
methodological problems In trying- to measure the cognitive
structure In students' heads following their learning of
content. Put Preece argues that while a spatial or hierar-
chical analysis may be appropriate a priori to some semantic
domains, a graphic representation (a la Waern, 1972) Is more
suitable for domains where a spatial or hierarchical struc-
ture Is not necessarily suspected a priori . In his study,
then, Preece adopts the graphic representation solution for
use with data collected on free and controlled, word associa-
tion tests and on a tree-construction (like Shavelson'
s
graph construction) test in the domain of mechanics concepts.
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In order to comn.re results of the students' performance
on the three ty.es of tests. Freece (1976a) calculated, for
each subject. RC proximity matrices (weighted and unweighted^
for the tests and interconcept separation matrices (direct
and souare-root) for the tree-construction test. From
these, he computed mean concept interconnectedness and mean
concept separation indices for each subject. Correlating the
individual indices of connectedness and separation. Preece
found high correlations between weighted and unweighted
indices of the WA tests and between the direct and square-
root distance indices of the tree-construction test but
rather low correlations across the different types of tests.
Using the entire proximity or separation matrices and com-
paring grouD averages, on the other hand. Freece found high
correlations across test types. His interpretation of these
results was that the former was explainable in terms of task
constraints placed upon subjects and the latter constituted
evidence for the validity of these tests as measures of cog-
nitive structure. Using the cognitive structure data in
the graphic representational analysis also produced configur-
ations that Preece claims were "well represented by the pro-
posed digraph model" (1976a, p. 7). One problem with these
interpretations, however, is that the three different types
of tests were administered at three different times: the
Weighting simply put more emphasis on the initial
responses in subjects' Wi\ lists.
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free WA test Immediately following course instruction, the
controlled WA test three weeks later, and the tree-construc-
tion test at least one week following the controlled WA test.
Since no previous studies have tackled the problem of struc-
ture retention or the possibility that structure might change
as links between concepts are forgotten, correlations across
test types in this study become hard to interpret. Low
correlations might be a function of structure change; high
correlations might be evidence for structure retention.
This is an issue that Preece fails to consider when discus-
sing his results. It also appears that his comparison of
cognitive and content structure configurations was an eye-
balling judgment.
In a brief critical essay, Preece (1976b) argues against
the use of a Euclidean distance analysis in Shavelson's
earlier data comparing content to cognitive structure over
days. According to Preece, such an analysis would yield an
apparent change in distance between matrices over days even
when no learning had occurred over those days. The alterna-
tive type of comparison, he asserts, is a direct correlation
between the proximity matrices. This is an issue, though,
that still appears unresolved; it is simply unclear as to
which comparison would be more appropriate.
Rudnitsky
. The emphasis on methodological issues in
analyzing content structure and assessing cognitive struc-
tures continues to be a dominant theme in several studies by
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Rudnltsky. Rudnitsky (1976) first used Shnvelson's tech-
niques with two instructlonnl presentntlons in the realm of
botany, Investignting the power of the technloues to dis-
criminate between two organizations of the material. The
digraph analysis of content structure did not discriminate
well between the two versions of the botfmy unit, which was
judged to be a function of the fact that the analysis is
based on sentences and few actual sentence differences
existed between the two versions. lut the findings of dif-
ferences betvreen cognitive structure configurations led to
the reanalysls of the data presented by Rudnltsky and G^rlock
(1977). Here it was suggested—and this suggestion is com-
pletely consistent with Shavelson's hypotheses—that "con-
tent structure might Interact with certain cognitive attri-
butes of learners" (p. 5). The type of content organization
might be expected, in other words, to affect some learners
to a greater extent than others, depending upon, for instan-
ce, the amount of prior knowledge had by the learners. Like
Freece, Rudnitsky and Garlock (1977) use Waern»s (1972)
graphic representation as an approach to visualizing the
content and cognitive structures. Interestingly, they men-
tioned using multidimensional scaling solutions to arrive
at 0 more "inflexible" conflgural orientation, since Waern's
technique leaves orientation to the discretion of the user.
Yet, multidimensional scaling routines typically do not
determine axis orientation. Rather, distance between points
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Is scaled In one to n number of dimensions, depending on
the routine nnd specifications of the user, and It Is up to
the user to decide upon the most meaningful number of dimen-
sions and axes orientation.
Rudnitsky and Gf rlock's reanalysis, then, consisted of
breaking Rudnitsky 's (1976) original groups into subgroups
on the basis of their recall scores on the achievement test
(high vs. low scorers) runninrr matrix correlations between
their respective cognitive structures and between their
cognitive structures and the two content structure organiza-
tions. From the pattern of the results, Rudnitsky and
Garlock conclude that different types of content organiza-
tion not only produce different cognitive organizations but
that they have a differential effect on students at differ-
ent achievement levels. While the former of these two con-
clusions seems warranted in that a concept-related organiza-
tion appears to have hvd a greater effect on cognitive struc-
ture than a world-related organization,^ that high-recall
subjects were affected differently from low-recall subjects
is a questionable Interpretation. The cognitive structures
of both high-recall groups do show a greater relationship
to the concept-related organization than to the world-related
organization, but so do the low-recall groups and the cor-
^See Rudnitsky (1976) or Rudnitsky cc Garlock (1977) for
a discussion of the difference between these two organiza-
tions in their instructional material.
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relation differences are nenrly the same In both low- and
high-recall groups. It Is true that correlations Involving
the high-recall groups and the content structures were
across the board higher than those Involving the low-recall
groups, which Rudnltsky and Garlock do point out. Eut this
would merely suggest that high-recall students are generally
better able to assimilate new Information to existing struc-
ture than lovj-recall students.
Rudnltsky (1977) attempts to show a little more system-
atically what Freece (1976a) argues, namely that some repre-
sentational strategies may be more appropriate than others
within particular semantic domains. Hierarchical clustering
and multidimensional scaling were the techniques chosen by
Shavelson and his associates to represent Interconcept
relations in mathematics and physics, but the graphic analy-
sis was preferred by Preece (1976a) and Rudnltsky (1976)
because it seemed more appropriate to use with instructional
material that has less clearly defined concept relationships
or a less obvious apparent structure type. Rudnltsky (1977),
however, proposes to compare all three representational
methods--hierarchlcal clustering, multidimensional scaling
and graphic analysis—within one subject domain: botany.
Comparisons across technique can then be made, as well as
comparisons between content and cognitive structure within
each technique.
Rudnltsky re-presents his (1976) data by each of the
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three technlaues pnd follows them with o minimum of verbal
description of mostly visual comparisons, since "what matters
to the researcher is what the representation looks like"
(p. 6). He concludes that hierarchical clustering is a less
useful method of representation for botanical concepts than
the other two since it emphasizes taxonomic structure, class
inclusion, that is not a strong feature of botany. Both
graphing and multidimensional scaling, on the other hand,
emphasize concept interconnectedness and similarity (res-
pectively); both, then, afford greater Insight into the sort
of structure Rudnitsky's material has. Because conceptual
structure Involves relationships (connectedness) and proxi-
mity (similarity, clustering), Rudnltsky (1977) tries out a
combination of the scaling and graphing approaches in order
to capture the overall structure in one picture. "V/hlle not
geometrically neat," he says, "these representations do
combine the strengths of scaling and graphing and result in
a 'picture' that Is capable of being compared to other
'pictures' in terms of relationships, clusters, proximity,
and orientation" (p. 22). The problems with this approach
ere, again, the same ones that have surfaced in previous dis-
cussion with respect to earlier studies. Kov: ore we to inter-
pret the resulting structures and on what criteria are we to
Judge differences and similarities among structures? Multi-
dimensional scaling presumes underlying dimensions which
should be identified to maximize structure meanlngfulness
;
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yet. It is not clear how they should be, unless specific
a priori dimensions are suspected. Similarly, the linkages
between concepts resulting from a graphic analysis do not
Indicate the type of relationship that exists between the
concepts, only that there is one. Finally, In making com-
parisons of relationships, proximity, clusters, and orienta-
tion between types of structures (content vs. cognitive,
cognitive of high-recall students vs. cognitive of low-recall
students, etc.), how similar is "similar"? How different
is "different"? what does one type of difference mean with
respect to another type of difference? We simply do not yet
hove any kind of criteria upon vrhich to base those sorts of
Judgments
.
Other Related Studies
Related to the mainstream of research on measuring con-
tent and cognitive structure are several isolated studies
having a common theme: how does memory structure change over
the course of instruction and the learning of new material?
Loftus and Loftus (1972) assume a hierarchical network model
of semantic memory, but they diverge from the usual reaction
time experiments investigating retrieval differences among
well-learned categories of words or concepts. Instead, they
ask whether retrieval patterns will differ as a function of
how well learned the material actually is; pattern differ-
ences would indicate that students change their overall
3^
knowledge structure as they lenrn new Information. In a
study using well-known psychologists and their fields of
study as the stimulus material and testing graduate students
who differ m the number of course credits m psychology
they've taken, Loftus and Loftus (1972) showed that the
retrieval pattern of advanced students was clearly different
from that of beginning students. Advanced students more
quickly responded with an appropriate psychologist's name
when given the area of study and then the first letter of the
name, whereas beginning students favored a letter-first/
area-second presentation. And the former pattern resembles
more closely the pattern observed for well-learned material,
from which Loftus and Loftus Infer that "one of the conse-
quences of Instruction may be to change a student's retrieval
pattern such that it is more efficient" (p. 318). In other
words, "instruction does more than teach content. In addi-
tion, as a person learns new material, his cognitive struc-
ture is organized and modified in some way" (Loftus & Loftus,
197^. p. 318). This certainly fits in with the kinds of
assertions that P. Johnson and Shavelson and colleagues were
making, except that Loftus and Loftus see reaction time
measure as a means of measuring cognitive structure changes,
giving some insight into how concept organization changes as
a function of learning. They conclude, "Reaction time
measures such as the ones used in this study can give infor-
mation about progress being made and ultimately about the
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process of acaulring new material" (Loftus & Loftus, 19711, p.
318).
Two studies ty Kambleton (Traub & hamfcleton. 19?^;
Eambleton & Sheehan, 1977) are more closely aligned with the
application of psychometric measurement methods In research
on cognitive structure than was Loftus & Loftus. but the basic
theme is the same as in their study. Traub & Kambleton (1974)
investigated the effects of a course of instruction on stu-
dents' structuring of conceDts in statistics and psycho-
metrics with the expectation that Instruction will modify the
way in which cognitive data are perceived, Integrated, and
organized. Like Shavelson and followers, they decided upon
multidimensional scaling as a means of representing cognitive
distances between concepts, and similarity judgments were
used as the technique for gathering data by which to con-
struct the similarity matrix. Effects of Instruction were
several. More reliable similarity judgments were produced,
on the average, after instruction, although the reliability
of individual students' judgments was generally fairly low
(group data reliability coefficients were much higher); it
is Important to note here, however, that this is one of the
only studies to report reliabilities. Instruction appeared
to heighten students' perception of dissimilarities between
concepts; and the dimensionality of the cognitive structure
appeared to have been reduced from four dimensions previous
to instruction to three dimensions follox-jlng instruction.
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Troub and Eambleton run into that old problem of Interpre-
tobillty, too, as they say that the dimensions of the con-
figurations for cognitive structure did not readily present
themselves in the results; only the post-course split
between statistical properties and psychometric concepts was
easily discernible.
Kambleton and Sheehan (1977) nrgue for using the match
between instruction and students' cognitive organization of
concepts as a basis for evaluating the effectivenss of
instruction. The assumptions are again that instruction
changes the structure of concepts in a person's head and
brings it closer to either the content structure or the
structure of an expert in that material. Hambleton and
Sheehan use another type of analysis--that being latent
partition analysis— of data gathered from similarity judg-
ments and free-sort categorizations. The card sort tf^sk,
it will be recalled, was not terribly successful in several
of Shavelson's studies, but here it produced data well
6
suited to a latent partition analysis (LPA). The LPA
assumes a hypothetical latent categorization of the concepts
which underlies the sortings of individual subjects; its
results, then, are in terms of categories into which con-
cepts fall. Results in this study showed that categorization
Its success here might well be a function of the
number of concepts given to subjects to sort; the number
used on the Shr velson studies was probably too few.
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did not change sutstnntlally as a function of Instruction.
Category adhesiveness Increased and category confusions
changed; the composition of categories for high achievers
was somewhat different from that of low achievers, but whpt
the changes Indicate Is difficult to tell. Hambleton and
Sheehan's recommendations were that LFA solutions should be
systematically compared before and after Instruction, for
high versus low achievers, for students receiving different
instructional treatments, and for students versus- the ins-
tructor or content expert. Finally, ways of obtaining and
using "criterion" solutions should be sought.
The last study to investigate, using psychometric
methodology, changes in cognitive structure accruing from
instruction is Hess and Johnson (mlmeo), a study which
probably served as the forerunner to the Hambleton and Shee-
han (1977) paper discussed above. Hess and Johnson use the
sorting methodology and both latent partition analysis and
multidimensional scaling to look at changes in students'
conceptualization of physics concepts pre- and post-instruc-
tion in elementary physics. Their emphasis is on the use-
fulness of the meth(xidIogy in illustrating cognitive structure
changes and in ultimately aiding curriculum and instructional
decision-making. In discussing the methodology, Hess and
Johnson point out several of the pitfalls and shortcomings
of the techninues and analyses that we have seen previous
studies running into. "To derive a stable approximation to
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the Intent category structure of a group of subjects sorting
fifty Items may," for Instance,
-reauire a sample size of
at least 100- (Hess and Johnson, mimeo, p. 13). That being
the case, it is no wonder that Shavelson failed to produce
useable results using the card-sort method; he had two sub-
jects sorting seventeen concepts. In addition, "a lack of
o priori dimensionality (i.e.. attribute scales) along which
items can be ordered tends to impose limitations upon the
interpretability of category relatedness in an n-dimensional
space, /.t best, all that can be done under such circum-
stances is to attempt to 'fit' axes in the space relative to
the categories which would yield interpretable dimensionality"
(Kess & Johnson, mimeo, p. I5). And, to date, this is what
researchers have done in an effort to draw the most meaning-
ful conclusions possible from their data. Finally, Hess and
Johnson mention the same weakness of themethodology thpt has
been noted here several times, namely that "at this time we
have not developed adequate statistical procedures to deter-
mine the significance of differences in the overall related-
ness of categories" (p. 19), v;hich makes interpretations of
structural change tentative at best.
Even being cognizant of the problems inherent in this
methodology does not alvrays insure that the study in which
it is used will be a good one, as evidenced by Kess and
Johnson (mimeo). They had college students enrolled in an
elementary physics course sort physics concepts into cote-
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gorles both at the beginning and at the end of the semester,
and the comparisons they made Included not just pre- to
post-Instruction configuration changes but also comparisons
between the configurations of low, moderate, and high
achieving students, who were relegated to those respective
groups on the basis of final grades. Eut, because no pre-
test achievement measures were taken, Hess and Johnson have
no way of relating what changes occurred In their structure
measures to whatever learning took place over the" course of
the semester. They do. In fact, say that the differences In
category coheslveness gain scores among the three groups
could be a function of pre-lnstructlon differences. Changes
In structural configurations and category coheslveness did
occur pre- to post-Instruction, and differences were evident
between the low, moderate, and high achievers, but, as al-
ways, Hess and Johnson preceeded all of their interpreta-
tions with "it might be'^ or "this could mean, " etc. They
conclude that whnt vjould add strength to their study and
would be an important use of the methodology would be to
analyze "differences between existing cognitive structure
for a given curriculum area and a desired cognitive struc-
ture (i.e., some desired grouping of the concepts and terms
or some desirable weighting of the dimensionality of the item
space). Such an analysis should provide insights into the
types of curricular experiences that might be needed to fac-
ilitate a reorganization of the total set or a subset of the
concepts ond terms in a given subject matter area" (Kess &
Johnson, mlmeo, p. ^5).
Psychometric Kethodolog-y for Measurement of Knowledge
Structure
When attempting to judge the appropriateness of a
particular methodology for investigating questions of inter-
est in some field, there would appear to be two basic
Questions that deserve consideration: 1) will the procedures
for collecting the data be consonant vjith the definition of
the construct being assessed; in this case, for example,
will the procedures being used tap the kind of structure
that educators vrant to measure? and 2) will the model
chosen for the analysis of the data provide interpretable
solutions and allow reasonable conclusions to be dravm from
its results? VJhile the first question has been addressed
to some degree, and at least implicitly, in the discussion
of the studies purporting to measure content and cognitive
structure and will be reconsidered at a later point, the
second has not yet been taken up in any systematic vrr-y and
therefore warrants attention.
The scaling methodology being extended to the measure-
ment of knowledge structure grew out of the more general
problem of measuring meaning. It has already been seen thrt
the definition of merning for the purposes of measurement
has been adopted by those interested in representing content
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flnd cognitive structure, and it Kill be seen to be reason-
able and predictable for the measurement methodology to be
adopted as well. As instruments were sought, then, for
scaling relationships among concept meanings and recovering
the dimensionality of semantic space, certain postulates
came to be accepted. "For one thing, it is clear that it
is a multidimensional space." claim Osgood, Suci, and
Tannenbaum (1957. p. 71), referring to semantic space, and
for another, it is affirmed that the meaning of a particular
concept can be specified as a particular point in the multi-
dimensional space defined by the scaling Instrument (Osgood,
1969). According to Shepard (i960), the seemingly disparate
notions of similarity and spatial proximity reduce to the
same thing, so that a metric model becomes a convenient
algorithm for describing semantic similarity. The semantic
differential technlaue (Osgood et al.
. 1957; Osgood. I969,
Deese, I965) was an Initial approach to the investigation
of relationships among words in a semantic domain by way of
a rating-scale method. Persons are asked to judge the
extent to which a concept can be described by a set of bi-
polar rating scales, and their ratings are factor-analyzed
to represent the major dimensions along which meaningful
judgments vary (Osgood and Suci, I969). In generalizing
from these procedures, researchers have moved tov:ard col-
lecting proximity data that can be subjected to multidimen-
sional scaling routines. And proximity data, in the words
of Fillentnum and Hnpoport (1971). "Include almost any
measure of similarity, subs titutability
,
cooccurrence, and
association between every two stimulus objects or sets of
stimulus objects (words, persons, groups, etc.) under
study" (p. 9). But what about multidimensional scaling?
The purpose of multidimensional scaling is to get hold
of whatever patterns or structure may be hidden in a matrix
of proximity coefficients and represent thvt structure in a
form more accessible to the eye (Shepard, 1972), i.e., a
geometric picture. And "the primary purpose of such a repre-
sentation is to enable the investigator to gain a better
understanding of the total underlying pattern of interrela-
tions in his data" (Shepard. 1972, p. 3). Subkoviak (1975)
provides a good review of the three major lines of develop-
ment in the computational methodology of multidimensional
scaling (the Shepard-Kruskal, Tucker-Messick, and Cr^rroll-
Chang methods), particularly as they are applied in educa-
tional research, and the interested reader is referred to
his paper for an analysis of the differences among the
methods and their respective strengths and limitations. For
the purposes of this discussion, it is important to note
that the method applied in the studies reviewed was the
Shepard-Kruskal method. This particular method makes no
linearity assumptions about the function relating actual ob-
ject proximities and distrnces recovered by the scaling
routine, permits assumptions of either Euclidean or non-
^3
Euclidean space, and produces few dimensions to facilitate
representation and interpretation, thus making It especially
suitable to data In a semantic domain.
Interpretablllty was cited as being a major problem In
the studies using multidimensional techniques (crlterlal
Judgment of the results of an^r of the representational
methods was shown to be a problem yet unresolved), and the
definitional literature In multidimensional scaling shows
procedures for Interpretation to be In the early stages of
development. Arriving at the correct dimensionality Is a
matter of choosing a representation for which the stress is
not too large (i.e.. the structure Is a "good -flf to the
data; see Kruskal. 1964a. for the relationship between stress
and goodness of fit), which Is readily Interpretable and
which Is easily vlsuallzable. Once the number of dimensions
has been selected, "some analysts have stressed the Interpre-
tation [of the representation] In terms of naming and label-
ling dimensions, while others Impose a less restricted
interpretation and speak only in terms of regions In vjhlch
objects in the same region are Interpreted as being similar"
(Nerlove and Homney. 1972). Subkovlak's (1975) advice Is to
avoid becoming enamored of labels on dimensions and to
consider alternative methods of analyzing the data if no
reasonable Interpretations surface. In any event, the
final interpretation of the representation—in terms of the
appropriate number of dimensions and their possible labels
—
"rests ultimately with the scientific judgment of the ex-
perimenter" (Kruskal, 196ka, p. 15).
While the interpretabllity of multidimensional scaling
solutions may not be as refined as we could want, the tech-
niaue still appears to have potential for use in the inves-
tigation of problems in the social sciences in general and
cognition in particular. Eesides its application in the
studies earlier reviewed, Steffire (1972) has found it a
useful descriptive tool for studying regularities in the
patterns of behavior of aggregates; Wexler and Romney (1972)
found it helpful in characterizing the similarity structure
of kinship terms; and Michon (1972) has used it to demon-
strate growth and differentiation during the learning of
complex data structures. Ke further suggests that "such
models could possibly show such effects as the trade-off
betv^een acauisitlon of data and stability of the internal
representation, or deformation caused by natural forgetting,
or provide insight in the process of interiorization"
(Michon, 1972, p. 115), an application very much In line
with the aims of the educational researchers looking to use
measures of cognitive structure as ways of evaluating
learning. Finally, Subkoviak (1975) concludes that "multi-
dimensional scaling has reached a state of development such
that the educational researchers should seriously consider
adding it to his repertoire of research tools" (p. ^18).
While at a lesser stage in development as multidimen-
^5
slonnl scaling routines, cotegorlzation methodology (Miller,
Wiley, Wolfe and Conry, 1969) is nonetheless being explored
as another way of tapping cognitive structure. Sorting
techniques used here as means of collecting categoric-l data,
and latent partition analysis (LPA) is used to reduce the
data to interpretnble categories assumed to be manifestations
of latent relationships within cognitive structure. A
major criticism aimed at this approach is that since random-
ness is its central feature, its status as a psychological
model is Questionable (Wolfe, mimeo). Perhaps because of
that or because the analysis, to be reliable, depends upon
a large number of sorters sorting the chosen key concepts,
this methodology has not found as wide an application in
educational areas as multidimensional scaling.
Finally, although S. Johnson's (196?) hierarchical
clustering technique and VJaern's (1972) graphic analysis,
both discussed earlier, have as yet received no further
mention, they are also techniques for representing structure
that operate on proximity data. As seems patently obvious,
Johnson's analysis is most appropriate clearly hierarch-
ical relationships between concepts, while Waern's method
may be more useful when the structural nature of conceptual
relationships is not evident a priori . Waern's analysis has
the disadvantage, though, of depicting connective relation-
ships at the expense of the degree of association in the
relationships. Both of these, hovjever, would appear to have
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their uses, and all of these psychometric methods have some
amount of potential for depicting structure In ways that may
facilitate the educator's task of evaluating learning of
sutject-matter structure.
Summary and Impllca t 1 ons
Despite the growing number of applications of this
scaling methodology to the measurement of knowledge struc-
ture and the attempts of Shavelson to validate the experi-
mental techniques used to assess structure, some question
remains as to whether, in fact, these methods tap the as-
pects of structure related to comprehension and subsequent
learning on the level that we, as educators, generally want
to measure. Although measures of word association and con-
cept relatedness have long been accepted as good indicators
of conceptual s tructure--and
,
Indeed, Johnson expended a
great de? 1 of effort to establish that--there is at le^st
one study that throws some dou.bt on their utility in the
evaluation of learning of subject-matter structure. Hoth-
kopf and Thurner (1970) taught the same physics material as
Johnson had used to a group of volunteer high school stu-
dents for the purpose of determining whether the students'
verbal outputs involving key physics concepts would be
affected by word distributions and conceptual structure in
the material. lefore and after instruction, they adminis-
tered achievement tests to assess overall learning of the
materinl and toth word-associntlon and prompted essay'^ tests
to measure verbal output. Their results showed that while
neither text frecuency distributions nor those of any group
of students on either the V/A or essay measures correlated
very highly with the freouencies of key words in the Thorn-
dike-Lorge general count or the Klaus -Andres count in
technical instruction, the freouency distributions of only
the experimental fcroup of students after instruction in-
creased in resemblance to the frecuency distribution of the
textual material, /.t first glance, this result would appear
to support the notion that association measures can assess
learning of structure, but the catch is that no achievement
gains V7ere demonstrated in this study. The comparison of
gain scores between the control and experimental group showed
that they were not significantly different, i.e., the ex-
perimental group receiving the instruction did not learn the
concepts as measured by the traditional achievement test.
Since it appears as though students began to vrrite like
physics textbook i^rriters before showing signs of other
relevant intellectual skills, Hothkopf and Thurner conclude
that "the use of word-association procedures to evaluate
7Students were instructed to vrrite all they knew about
the key concepts, printed one to a page in the test booklet,
and they were given three minutes viriting time for each.
o
The exDeriment'-l group received the relevant physics
instruction, while the control group received unrelated
instruction.
academic achievement should be approached with caution"
(1970, p. 88).
It could be the case, therefore, that the level of
structure that is being assessed by these various measures
of concept Interrelatedness Is one that Is learnable by rote
with no real comprehension of the material recuired. If
that were true, cognitive structure might appear to approxi-
mnte content structure while recall or some other indication
of achievement remained low, as happened in Rothkopf and
Thurner (1970). If, on the other hand, these measures do
tap appropriate structure, then they should be able to dis-
criminate among students in different states of lerrning
after ecuivalent instruction (an indication of the validity
of the techniques, which Shrvelson has not indisputably
established). The degree to which student cognitive struc-
tures match content structure, in other words, should paral-
lel the extent to v:hich those same students can meaningfully
recall the information taught.
Accepting, for the moment, the supposition that these
testing methods can, in fact, access structure at the level
of comprehension, not just rote memorization, of concept
relatedness, another potential use for the methodology
arises with respect to evaluatinr a learning effect termed
nonspecific facilitative transfer by Hoyer and his associates
(Royer and Cable, 1975, 1976; Hoyer and Perkins, in press).
In their studies, students learned more from a difficult
abstract pasrrage when they hnd first encountered a related,
concrete passage, which was designed to act as a "knowledge
bridge" between what they already knew and the difficult
material they were asked to lerrn (Royer & Cable, 1975).
While Royer and Cable (1976) showed that the "style" of the
passages does not account for the facilitative effect, what
actually does transfer (in structure, perhaps) from the first
to the second passage to explain the effect is not clear.
Applying these psychometric methods for representing struc-
ture to thissituation might, therefore, give us a handle on
what nonspecific transfer actually is.
Problem
The purposes of this study, then, are twofold. First,
it proposes to investigate the ouestion of whether the
psychometric methods and models applied to the measurement
of cognitive structure actually extract information about
structure that xcould be valuable to educators. Are they,
indeed, sensitive to differences in comprehension that lead
to differences in amoimt and substance of recall or achieve-
ment? If so, they may become valuable tools for the assess-
ment of learning and failures to learn. Or do they, rather,
disclose a structure of relationships that can be learned
without true comprehension of the material on the part of
the student? In that cr>se, students receiving similar
instruction should display similar cognitive structures
regardless of the differences that might exist among them m
actual understanding of the material.
The second aim of the study Involves an attempt to
find a more complete explanation of the facllltatlve learn-
ing effect shown by Royer et al. than has teen offered by
applying the psychometric methodology to their learning
conditions. Using their materials also serves the dual
purpose of validating the methodology, since they have
created a situation In which the learning of students In
different treatment groups Is demonstrably different.
Parallel differences between these groups appearing on
analyses of word-association and graph construction
measures would lend credence to the claim for their validity.
The study consists of 5 treatment groups, presented In
Table 1, which may be conceived of as a 3 x 2 factorial
design (type of first passage—facllltatlve/concrete, non-
facllltatlve/abstract, structure-tralnlng--by Instructions
to underline, or not, key concepts) with one cell missing:
the underlining variable Is not crossed with the structure-
training condition. All groups will receive the same second
passage
.
Table 1: Design
Groups
Facilitative 1st Passage
Underlining HC-EA/U
No Underlining HC-EA
Nonfacllitative 1st Passage
Underlining HA-EA/U
No Underlining HA-EA
Structure-Training 1st Passage ST-EA
(1)
(2)
(3)
(^)
(5)
A Av.
^^=^J^^^Flow, S=Electrical ConductivityA=Abs tract, C=Concrete, ST=Structure-Training
The predictions for the study are:
1) Subjects in the facilitative 1st passage
conditions (Groups 1 and 2) should recall more than subjects
in the nonfacllitative 1st passage conditions (Groups 3 and
Underlining should have little effect on recall.
2) If the V/A and GC tests measure structure that
depends upon comprehension, then underlining will have no
effect on cognitive structure, and the SA cognitive struc-
tures of those in the facilitative 1st passage conditions
(Groups 1 and 2) will more closely approximate the EA
content structure than that of the students in the non-
facllitative 1st passage conditions (Groups 3 and 4). Three
other predictions conditional upon this comprehension-
structure link are: (a) HC cognitive structures should
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approach the KC content structure since the KC passage Is
easily understandable
..ithout prior Information; (b) HA
cognitive structures will not be similar to the FJ. content
structure since the content In HA is difficult to comprehend
v:ithout benefit of prior l^owledge; and (c) recall of the ST
group (5) should be facilitated compared to the nonfaclllta-
tlve 1st passage conditions, with the SA cognitive structure
of this group approximating the SA content structure.
3) If the \-IA and GC test measure a superficial
level of structure, not dependent upon comprehension, then
the cognitive structures of those who underlined (Groups 1
and 3) should more closely approximate their respective
content structures than those subjects who did not underline
(Groups 2 and 4). Also, conditional upon this state of
affairs are the following two predictions: (a) the SA
cognitive structures of the ST group will be similar to the
EA content structure but their recall scores will be low,
and (b) no differences In structure will be observed for
the groups that did not underline.
CHAPTER II
METHOD
Subjects: One hundred and seven students at the University
of MossRchusetts participated in the study during the spring
end summer semesters. Most of these students were enrolled
in spring and summer session psychology courses and received
experimental credit for their voluntary participation. A
few who volunteered during the summer were either recent
graduates of the University or were students enrolled in
summer courses offered by other departments; these students
were not recompensed In any way for their participation.
Students were randomly assigned to the five treatment
groups. Because a few students failed to finish the task or
did not follow directions, additional subjects were run to
replace them. The final distribution of subjects per treat-
ment group is displayed in Table 2.
Table 2
Distribution of Students in Experimental Groups
TREATMENT (GROUP) # of SUBJECTS
HC-EA/U* (1) 20
HC-EA (2) 20
HA-SA/U (3) 20
HA-EA (4) 20
ST-EA (5) 21
*HC = Heat Concrete EA = Electrical Abstract
EA = Heat Abstract ST = Structure Training
U = Underlining reauired
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meruas: The materials used In the study consisted of
three different Instructional passages-heat flow (H),
electrical conductivity (3), and structure training (ST)-
a Kord association (WA) test, and a graphic construction
(GO test, each of which Is described below. Samples of all
materials-passages and tests-can be found In Appendix A.
H and S Passages. The two versions, concrete (C) and
abstract (a), of Royer and Cable's (I975) heat flow passage
were used as the first passage In experimental groups one
through four (see Table 2). and the abstract version of thel
electrical conductivity passage was used as the second pas-
sage m all groups. For a specific description of how these
passages were generated, see Royer and Cable (1975).
Briefly, though, the composition of the heat and electrical
passage is similar; each begins with a segment describing th
specific phenomenon (E or E). followed by a section des-
cribing the structure of metals and a final section dis-
cussing factors which affect the respective phenomena.
The concrete versions of each passage provide concrete refer
ents for the new concepts Introduced so that they are easy
to understand in and of themselves. The abstract versions,
on the other hand, lack these referents and are therefore
difficult to understand without benefit of a prior knowledge
structure by which to organize the information presented.
Since passage order had been counterbalanced in previous
studies with no resultant interaction with treatment effect.
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counterbcnlanclng was felt to be superfluous here. The H-E
order was chosen simply because the facilitatlve effect
achieved previously with that seauence had been slightly,
though not significantly, stronger than with the reverse,
E-H, order.
Structure- training: passage, word-association tests, and
graphic construction tests
. Graduate student judges
independently rerd the H and E passages with instructions to
list what they thought were the key concepts in the material.
On the basis of their judgments, 16 key concepts were selec-
ted for the tvro versions of the H passage and I3 key con-
cepts were selected for the S passage; both sets of concepts
ere listed in Table 3.
Table 3
Key concepts selected for the heat flow and
electrical conductivity passages
Heat Flow: heat flow agitation velocity
conduction collisions
metal pressure
structural regularity impurities
transfer of motion temperature
electrons distortion
bonded molecules transmission
crystal lattice thermal agitation
Electrical Conductivity ;
conductor
current flow
pole
metal
atomic structure
collisions
conductive efficiency
thermal state
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(Tnble 3 continued)
electron mngnetlc force field
structurnl regularity ngltntlon velocity
cryntnl Inttlce
The structure-trnlnlng (ST) pnssoge used as the Initial
passage In experimental group 5 was constructed on the basis
of a content structure analysis of concept Interrelation-
ships performed in the abstract electrical passage. The
procedure by which passages may be analyzed for content
structure Is fully described In a later section entitled
"Representation of Content structure," so for the purposes
of this section, only the results of the analysis for the EA
passage need be presented. First, the relationships of each
of the 13 key concepts for the E passage (listed on Table 3)
to every other concept In the list. In the form of similarity
coefficients, were summarized In a similarity matrix. Then,
upon submitting this matrix to both multidimensional scaling
(Kruskal, 196^a, b) and graphic representation (Waern, 1972)
analyses, two representatlonr; of structure were obtained and
combined to produce one, two-dimensional picture of key con-
cept Interrelatedness . And the GT passage was constructed
around this picture for the purpose of training subjects to
reproduce the relationships when given an Identical list of
concepts. The actual , composition ol" the passage, therefore,
was as follows. An opening paragraph stated the purpose of
the passage, listed the key concepts, and Instructed the
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reader to study the dlagrnm. A middle section described how
the diagram should be Interpreted and presented all of the
concept relations that could be gleaned from the picture.
And a summary section re-presented the diagram for review.
The overall length of the ST passage was approximately the
same as the H and E passages.
The word-association and graphic construction tests
were also constructed from the lists of key concepts
presented In Tr.ble 3. Sach m test was a booklet comprised
of a page of instructions followed by the key concepts for
the passage being tested, printed one to a page and randomly
ordered. Below each concept were printed two columns of
lines, on which subjects were to write their responses.
Each GC test consisted of an envelope containing key con-
cepts printed on self-adhesive labels attached to a page of
instructions and a blank sheet of paper. The blank sheet of
paper served as the response sheet on which subjects were
to stick the labels in patterns depicting their cognitive
representations of interconcept relations.
Procedure ; The experiment took place over two sessions, on
two successive days, with each session running approximately
45 minutes. Subjects were tested in groups ranging in size
from one to twenty-five, and all were run in a standard
classroom. In the first session, subjects were handed a
booklet containing, in this order: 1) a set of general
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instructions explaining the general nature of the study and
summarizing the procedure of both experimental sessions,
2) a set Of specific Instructions, directing them to either
read the succeeding passage slowly and carefully twice, or
to read the passrge slowly and carefully once and upon
reading it a second time, to underline the key concepts m
the material, and 3) the first passage (KA, KC. or ST).
Subjects were given I5 minutes to complete their reading of
the first passage, and all subjects finished well within
that time limit. Booklets were then collected and the WA
tests administered. Students had one minute per page of the
WA test to write dovm as many words or concepts as they could
think of that related to the word or phrase printed at the
top of each page. They were instructed to glance freauently
at the word to vjhich they were responding to be sure that
their responses were directly related to it and not to some
previous response, but they were not restricted to associa-
tions that could only be garnered from the passage they had
Just read. After completion of the WA test, students were
given unlimited time to depict, on the GC test, the structure
that best represented concept interrelationships as they
understood them from the passage they had Just read. In
order to do this, they were instructed to move the labels
around on the blank sheet of paper until they felt they had
the best representation of V7hat they understood and remem-
bered. Having decided upon a particular configuration, they
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were to peel off the backs of the labels, affix them In
position, and draw lines between interconnecting concepts.
The second session was conducted in a similar fashion
to the first. Booklets containing the second passage (SA)
and a set of instructions were distributed and subjects were
given two minutes to read erch of the three pages of the
passage. They x.ere told not to move ahead without being
directed to do so and not to turn back to any previous page;
they were allowed, however, to look back at sections of the
page they were on if time permitted. Immediately following
their reading of the second passage, subjects were given a
free recall test, for which they were instructed to write
down as much as they could remember from the passage they
had just finished reading (the second passage). They were
told that full sentences were not necessary, nor should they
worry about spelling or grammatical errors; what was impor-
tant was thpt they write dovm as many complete ideas as they
remembered. Students were given approximately seven minutes
for this task, a time which was judged from previous studies
to be more than adequate. Only a few subjects reauired, and
were allowed, more time. V/hen free recall protocols were
collected, the WA and GC tests on the second passage were
administered in the same manner as for the first passage.
Students were allowed to ask Questions at any time
during the experiment, and a short debriefing period follow-
ed the second session.
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Scorlnp; pnd Analysis
Representation of Content ,^t
.rDcture
. The content
structure of all three passages-EA. KC. and flA-was obtain-
ed through a series of analysis steps established by Shavel-
son and his associates. Accordingly, every sentence in each
passage which contained U:o or more of the key concepts
identified for the respective passage (see Table 3 for the
list of concepts) was first diagrammed according to a stan-
dard parsing grammar (Warriner & Griffiths, 1957). The
second step in the process Involved converting these senten-
ce diagrams to sentence digraphs using Shavelson and Geeslln'
(1975) conversion rules, digraphs which formed the basis for
a concept distance matrix (Harary, Norman, and Cartwrlght,
1965) for the passage under analysis. To exemplify the
analysis process so far, consider the following sentence from
the abstract electrical passage: "The current flow actually
consists of many negatively charged electrons migrating
toward an attracting positive pole " (key concepts are under-
lined). In the first step, the sentence would be diagrammed
as :
CURRENT FLOW consists of I giSCTHONS
tov;ard | rOLS
The corresponding digraph for the sentence, derived in the
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second step, would be as follows.
ELECTRONS
CURRENT
FLOV/ ^' POLE
A symmetric relationship between CURRENT FLOW and ELECTRONS
Is shown because of the definitional nature of the verb, and
the asymmetric relationship between ELECTRONS and POLE
reflects the direction-l nature of "migrating toward.-'
Combining all the individual sentence digraphs into one
super-digraph and corresponding distance matrix constituted
the third step in the analysis. The distance between any
two concepts, which is an entry in the distance matrix, is
represented by the number of lines in the shortest path
between the U-jo concept points, and the distance matrix is
merely a summary of the distances between every key concept
and every other key concept. The final step of analysis
prior to submitting the data to statistical scaling techni-
ques was to convert the distance matrix to a similarity
matrix using the transformation: y = l/(x + 1) (Geeslin &
Shavelson, 1975). Now, the entries in the matrix indicate
the "closeness," or interrelationship, of each pair of con-
cepts, rather than the distance between them.
Once the similarity matrices were obtained, the data
wns submitted to a multidimensional scaling routine (Kruskal,
1964a, b), and a graphic representation routine (v;aern, 1972)
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m order to recover the underlying relational structure of
the concepts.
Representation of Cogni tive Stri.n.t-..r^. ^11 three
measures of learning outcomes used In this study tap some
aspect of cognitive structure as it has been defined. The
relevant Questions were whether the representations resulting
from the GC and WA tests were similar to each other, whether
these representations resembled the appropriate content
structures, whether these representations were sensitive to
learning differences brought about by treatment conditions,
and just what the relationship was between the GC and WA
measures and the more conventional free recall. In order to
have even considered some of these questions, however,
measurements taken with these methods must have been congru-
ent to measurements of content structure and appropriate to
the same kinds of analyses used on content structure.
Word association tests. For each test, the dependent
variable of greatest Interest was the overlap of responses
for pairs of stimulus words. While measures such as the
total number of responses to each stimulus word, the average
number of responses to each word, and the number of res-
ponses of a particular type to each word may be useful to
some degree, it has generally been agreed (Shavelson, 1974)
Multidimensional scaling and hierarchical clustering
(S. C. Johnson, 196?) analyses have been used to yield spa'
tlal and rooted hierarchlc?>l representations structure.
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thot the informntlon avnllnble from the overlap In response
lists to pairs of words is most consistent with cognitive
structure as it has "been defined here. Using Garskoff and
Houston's (1963) relatedness coefficient as a proximity
index, then, similarity matrices of first and second passage
WA test results were produced for each subject. These
matrices were then subjected to the same analyses used upon
the content structure matrices.
Graphic construction tests. Interconcept proximity
matrices were also obtained for subjects on first and second
passages from the graphs they produced on the GC tests.
These matrices vrere based upon the number of links between
pairs of key concepts in the structures produced by subjects,
distances which were converted to imilarities by the same
transformation used in the analysis of content structure.
Matrices produced here vrere, again, analyzed in the same
routines as for WA and content structure matrices.
Free recall. Recall protocols vrere scored according
to the technique developed by Royer and Cable (1975). Royer
and Cable subjectively parsed the heat and electricity pas-
sages into idea units and then scored subject protocols for
respectively, when it has been suspected a priori that the
underlying structure may be dimensional/spatial or hierarchi-
cal. V/hen there are no grounds upon which to make a priori
assumptions about structure, Waern's (1972) techniaue of
graphic representation has been used and justified (Preece,
1976; Rudnitsky & Garlock, 1977).
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the presence of these units. Interscorer reliabilities
hrve typlc' liy been very high, never less tY^^n
.90. and the
scores obtained represent the proportion of ide.s recalled
from the passages. In this study, recall was required only
for the electrical-abstract passage, which contained a
total of 52 idea units.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Recoil
The number of idea units recalled by individual stu-
dents in all treatment groups can be found in Appendix C;
summarized in T?ible 4 are the mean numbers of idea units
recalled as a function of treatment, as well as the respec-
tive standard deviations for each group.
Table k
Kean number of Ide?' units recalled by students
according to treatment groups
TREATMENT (GROUP) MEAN S.D.
HC-EA/U
HC-SA
(1)
(2)
10.00
9.20
3.60
3.30
HA-EA/U
HA-EA
(3)
(^)
6.10
8.75
2.88
3.89
ST-EA (5) 7.33 2.82
An overall analysis performed on the recall data
included all five treatment groups in a one-way analysis of
variance for independent groups. The score of one subject
was randomly dropped from group 5 in order to achieve an
equal number of students per group. Results of this analy-
sis are summarized in Table 5 and reveal a significant main
effect for the type of first passage read by the students
on their recall of the second passage.
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Table 5
i\n£)lysis of variance comparison of type of first
passage on Idea unit recall of the 2nd passage
Source of Variance df ' KS f p
A (type of passage) k 50.24 4.58 <.01
^ 95 10.98
Because of the specific predictions made concerning
possible effects of the type of first passage received and
instructions to underline or not. and because of the analysis
results indicating significant differences among treatment
groups, multiple planned comparisons seemed warranted to
uncover the precise nature of the differences. The specific
questions of interest included a) whether the concrete first
passage groups (1 and 2) recalled more than the abstract
first passage groups (3 and 4), b) how the recall of the
structure-training first passage group (5) related to the
other four, and c) how instructions to underline Interacted
with the type of first passage received. These resulted in
five non-orthogonal comparisons, each tested at a significance
level of .01. According to Myers (1972), performing five
planned comparisons testing each at a significance level of
,01 would result in a .05 experiment-wise error rate, even •
for nonorthogonal comparisons. "It can be proven from
elementary probability theory that the probability of at
least one type I error for a set of k nonlndependent tests,
each Carried out at the SW/k level, is less than EW.
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Therefore, we recommend the procedures described above for
the orthogonal case, even when the contents are not ortho-
gonal" (Myers, I972, p. 362).
Results of the calculated comparisons Indicated first
that recall of the concrete initial passage groups (combined)
significantly exceeded th^ t of both the abstract first pass-
age groups (combined) and the structure-training first
passage group (t^ 9.73, p<.oi and t = 8.95, p<.01,
respectively); there proved to be no difference between
recall of the structure-training group and that of the com-
bined abstract first passage groups (t = 1.00, ns ) . Concern-
ing the effects of underlining on recall, the group receiving
an abstract initial passage but not told to underline recalled
significantly more idea units than the abstract first
passage group instructed to underline (t = 8.38, p<.01).
This effect was reversed in the groups receiving the con-
crete initial passage, but only approached significance at
the .01 level; the group with instructions to underline
performed better than the group without those instructions
(t = 2.52, .01 p<.025). The interactional effect indicated
here of the type of first passage by instructions to under-
line or not was also confirmed by a 2 x 2 ANOVA performed
on the recall data of groups 1 through 4 (F^ = 16. 53,
p< .01).
Eonferroni t statistic; critical values are presented
in Table A -12 of Kyers (1972).
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Content Structure
Electrical ?r.r.p.pr^, Uaern's (1972) multistep method
of graphic analysis ^.-as applied to the electrical passage
similarity matrix obtained through the digraph analysis of
the passage content, and the resulting representation of
concept interconnectedness is displayed in Figure 1. The
concept abbreviations, along with the concepts for which
they stand are as follows:
CD = Conductor PO = Pole
CF = Current Flow EL = Electrons
ME = Metal CO = Collisions
SR = Structural Regularity CE = Conductive
AS = Atomic Structure Efficiency
CL = Crystal Lattice AV = Agitation Velocity
KFF == Magnetic Force Field TS = Theimal State
Concepts connected by solid lines were more highly associated
(coefficients > AO) than those connected by dashed lines
(coefficients between .20 and .40). This representation,
combined with the two-space multidimensional scaling solu-
tion (stress = .21) obtained for the structure of the same
set of concepts (portrayed in Figure 2), formed the basis
for the diagram used in the structure-training prssage.
Following the Kruskal (1964a) and Shepard (1972) cri-
terion for selecting the most appropriate number of dimen-
sions fo;: a particular representation, i.e., basing the
selection on the "elbov?" in the stress vs. dimension curve,
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the correct number of dimensions for the electrical passage
content structure was three (3). (See Figure B-1, Appendix
E. for a plot of stress as a function of dimension for the
electrical content structure.) For the purposes of training
structure, however, stress was sacrificed for vlsuallzablllty
and the two-dimensional representation was selected. Results
Indicated four concepts aligned on one dimension (MGNETIG
FORCE FIELD, CRY.STAL LATTICE, ATOMIC STRUCTURE, rnd STRUC-
TURAL REGULARITY) and six along the other (CONDUCTIVE
EFFICIENCY, KETAL, CONDUCTOR, POLE, ELECTRON, and COLLISIONS).
THERMAL STATS, AGITATION VELOCITY, and CURRSl^'T FLOW did not
appear to readily align with either dimension. Comparing
this representation (Figure 2) to the graphic solution
presented in Figure 1, at least two similarities were appar-
ent. As in the scaling solution, ATOMIC STRUCTURE, CRYSTAL
LATTICE and STRUCTURAL REGULA.RITY were strongly inter-
associated in the graphic solution and CONDUCTIVE EFFICIENCY,
METAL, ELECTRON, POLE, and COLLISIONS formed a strongly
associated chain, with the latter three concepts being inter-
connected
.
Heat passages
.
Two-space configurations for the heat
concrete and the heat abstract content structures were
obtained using the Shepard-Kruskal method, and both had
lower stress values (.14 and .12, respectively) than the
two-space solution for the electrical content structure.
Again, although a two-dimensional solution wrs easier to
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vlsunllze, three dimensions were indicated as being more
appropriate for the heat concrete structure (see Figure E-2.
Appendix E). No "elbow" was apparent in the stress vs.
dimension curve for the heat abstract structure (see Figure
E-3, Appendix I); two or three dimensions seemed eaually
a proDOs by that criterion. More recent discussions of how
to interpret stress values, however, have indicated that
distinctive "elbows" appear only in reasoniJbly error-free
data and that stress-percentages are dependent upon the
number of stimuli involved (Klahr, I969; Wagenaar and
Padmos, 1971). The process of determining both the presence
and true dimensionality of structures, then, has become one
of comparing the stress functions of the data in question to
functions of randomly generated structures (Stenson and
Knoll, 1969: Klahr, 1969; Wagenaar, 1971). If the empirical
Values of stress are too close to the stress values for
random data, then the chosen nimber of dimensions may not
be appropriate. According to the maximum values of stress
that cm be accepted f or a significant structure involving
n points in m dimensions, as follows,
m = 1 2 3 4
n = 12 .40 .21 .10 .07 (V/agenaar & Padmos
1971)
n = 12 .45 .24 .14 .09 (Klahr, I969)
n r= 16 .48 .28 .19 .14 (Klahr, I969)
The empirical values found here indic?'te the presence of
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significant structure that might well be represented by two
or three dimensions. The two-dimensional scaling solutions
for the heat concrete and abstract passages, therefore, are
displayed In Figures 3 and i*, respectively, and the relevant
concept abbreviations are as follows:
HF Heat Flow AV := Agitation Velocity
CD Conductivity CO := Collisions
KS Ketol PR := Pressure
SR Structural Regularity IMP = Impurities
TK Transfer of Kotion TSl-I = Temperature
EL Electrons DIS = Distortion
EM Bonded Kolecules TR = Transmission
CL Crystal Lattice TA = Thermal
Agitation
Although not as clearly evident as in the electrical
content structure, the two dimensions for the heat concrete
structure appeared to be comprised of a concept dimension
Includin,^' DISTORTIOK, EONDSD MOLECULES, COLLISIONS, STRUC-
TURAL REGULARITY, IMPURITIES, and PRESSURE and one involving
CONDUCTIVITY, HS/vT FLOW, METAL, TEI-iPEHATURS, and the cluster
ELECTRONS-THERl'IA.L AGITATION- CRYSTAL LATTICE. TR/vNSMISSION
and AGITATION VELOCITY formed their own small cluster, more
closely associated with the second group listed than the
first, and TRANSFER OF MOTION appej^red about as closely
associated to one dimension as the other.
The two dimensions falling out of the solution for the
heat abstract structure seemed to be one involving TRANSFER
OF KOTION, KEAT FLOW, STRUCTURAL REGULARITY, COLLISION,
7^
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CRYSTAL LATTICE. BONDED K0LECUL3.
.na ELECTRON
.nd the other
moludlns FRESSURE. 3THUCTUHAL REGULARITY. KETAL. IMPURITIES
ana TRANSNLSlON. One
.daition.I s..ll olu.ter op.e.rea.
comprised of TEMPERATURE. THSRI-IAL AGITATION, nnd AGITATION
VELOCITY, ana both CONDUCTIVITY «nd DISTORTION
.eemed to be
somewhat remote from any other concepts, although the former
is probably more associated with the first set of concepts
Usted than ^rf.th the second.
A basis for comparison among all three content struc-
tures is the set Of concepts that the electrical and heat
passages have in common, namely CONDUCTOPycOMDUCTIVITY, KSTAL.
STRUCTUfU^L REGULARITY. CRYSTAL lATTICS. COLLISIONS. ELECTRONs!
AGITATION VELOCITY, and ATOMIC STRUCTURS/EONDSD LlOLECULSS.
In the electrical passage, which V7as the passage of interest
in terms of amount learned. CD. KE. EL. and CO were ordered
together, and CL. SR. and AS were ordered together, with AV
standinr alone. Notice the similarity between thrt structure
and the structure of the heat concrete passage, in which CD,
ME. SL. and CL were ranked together, and SR, EK, and CO were
ordered together, with AV remaining isolated. In the heat
abstract passage, on the other hand, both CD and AV remained
apart from the other critical concepts, while SR and KE
appeared in one group, and 5R, CO, CL, EK, and EL were
ordered in another. When it comes to interpreting the fac-
llitative effect of the heat concrete passage, but not of
the heat abstract passage, on electrical passage learning,
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these structural similarities and differences will figure
prominently.
Cognitive ntructure
Multidimencional scaling solutions were obtained for
the cognitive structures, as measured by the GC and WA tests,
of each of the five treatment groups and of both the first
and second passages read. In other words, twenty configura-
tions of cognitive structure were obtained from matrices
averaged over individual subject data: five treatment groups
X two tests administered to each group x two passages read
by each group. The stress functions for all solutions are
presented in .Appendix E (FiguresE-^ through E-23), along with
the two-dimensional configurations found for each structure
and depicted automatically by the scaling routine (Figures
E-27 through E-46). A summary of recommended dimensions for
each cognitive structure solution, based on the Shepard-
Kruskal criteria, is presented in T?'ble 6. Jn all cases,
overall stress was considerably higher than was found in the
content structure solutions (ranging from .22 to .60 for
two-space solutions and from .1^ to .26 for three-space
solutions) and v;ps most likely a function of additional
"noise" in the data. Recommended dimensions here should
also be approached v/ith caution, since few of the stress
values for these solutions were low enough on V/agenoar and
Fadmos' (1971) and Klahr's (I969) scales to indicate
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structure slgnlflo.mtly different from that which could be
produced from random dc^ta.
Table 6
Recommended dimensions for the cognitive structure
solutions obtained from each treatment group: heat
and electrical passages, GC and WA tests
PASSAGE TRSATMMT
Electrical HC-SA/U
-a
HA-EA/U 2
3
ST-SA: Fre-EA 2
2(3) 3
3(2)
3Post-EA 3
^
Heat: Concrete
HC-SA/U 2(3)
Abstract
2HC-SA 2 2(3)*
HA-E/./U 2
EA-EA 2 3
The numbers in parentheses represent close second
choices A good case could probably be made for selectingeach 01 these as the anpropriate number of dimensions forthe solutions in question.
Judging from Trble 6
,
though, students generally had
three-dimensional representations of electrical concept
interassociation, and generally two-dimensional configura-
tions of heat concept interrelations. In addition, the
graphic construction (GC) test more often resulted in three-
dimensional representations, even including the heat passage
structures, whereas the word-association (WA) test more often
produced 2-dimensional configurations.
Comparison of c.o.r^,„.e
.nd Cn.t...
..--t„,-,
Since visually oo.p.rlne e.oh of the twenty cognitive
structure configurotlons to Its appropriate content con-
flsurntlon c.n become
. long and potentially tedious venture
(especially
,,hen many of the representations night be .ore
accurately depicted In three dimensions), it win be left
to the interested reader to undertake at his/her leisure,
instead. v,hat vdll be presented are any Important highlights
Of those visual comparisons that appeared relevant to the
outcome predictions of the study and the results of matrix
correlations obtained between content and cognitive struc-
tures.
Electrlcnl passnr^. Heeding Preece»s (1976b) argument
against the use of Euclidean distance computations as a
means of determining the distance between two matrices,
mtermatrix correlations were calculated between WA and GC
similarity matrices for each group and the electrical con-
tent digraph Similarity matrix. ^ ^nd these correlations are
displayed in Table 7
.
Table 7
Correlations between treatment groups' cognitive
structures of the electrical passage, as measured by
the WA and GC tests, and the electrical content
structure
2
P point of interest, preliminary calculations ofEuclidean distances between several Dairs of matrices did
not reveal differences where they were visually apparent.
(Table 7 continued)
TREATKENT
(1) HC-SA/U
(2) HC-EA
(3) HA-EA/U
(^) HA-EA
(5) ST-EA: Fre-Ei\
Fo8t-EA
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TEST OF COGNITIVE r.THUCTURS
WA
.30
.35
.29
.33
Al
.37
.21
.21
.25
.17
.39
.42
While the differences are not large among the correla-
tions presented in T^ble 7 , some definite trends are apparent.
The most striking result is that the group receiving the
structure-training first passage produced electrical cogni-
tive structures, both before and after reading the electri-
cal passage and on both the GC and WA tests, that more
highly approximated the electrical content structure than
any other group, while the VIA test in this group resulted
in a slightly higher correlation thrm the GC test prior to
the group's reading the electrical passage, this trend
reversed itself in the structures produced after the passage
had been read. For the remaining groups, the WA test
resulted in cognitive structures somewhat closely approximate
to content structure than the GC test did.
Comparing groups 1 and 2 to groups 3 and 4— or, in
other words, those groups receiving a facilitatlve first
pass."ge as opposed to those receiving a non-facilitative
first passage—indicates that the electrical cognitive
structures of those in the facilitatlve conditions were
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slightly closer to the content structure on both tests th.nn
the cosnitive structures of those in the nonfacllltatlve
groups. The one exception to this occurs in the conp..rison
between Group 1 nnd Group 3 on the GC test; here, the cogni-
tive structure of those in the nonfacilitative (HA-S/./U)
group was slightly closer to the content structure th.nn that
of the facilitative (HC-E/v/U) group.
Looking at the differences between groups that under-
lined versus groups thft did not reveals a mixed bag of
results. Correlations between content and cognitive struc-
ture were slightly higher for non-underliners than for
underliners on the V.'A test but not on the GC test. The
cognitive structure of underliners in the HA-SA condition
(Group 3) more closely approximated the content structure
than did the corresponding non-underliners (Group k); no
difference appeared between underliners and non-underliners
in the HC-SA conditions (Groups 1 and 2).
On the basis of eyeballing comparisons among the visual
representations of electrical cognitive structures, and
between them and the content structures, representations
resulting from the GC test for e?'Ch group and the correspond-
ing configurations produced from the WA test appeared more
similar to one another than either did to the content
structure.
Eeat passages
. Internatrix correlations were also
computed between heat content and group cognitive structures
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for those groups that read an initial heat passage, either
abstract or concrete. Unfortunately, no useable coefficients
resulted, primarily due. it is suspected, to the large
number of zero entries in the heat concrete and abstract
content matrices. Almost two-thirds {66%) of the cells in
both 16 X 16 matrices contained zero entries. Again, how-
ever, eyeball comparisons suggested that the cognitive
structures of the respective groups were more similar across
test type than to either the heat concrete or heat abstract
content structure.
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
Accepting the fact that knowledge of the structure of
a discipline is what teachers attempt to communicate in
classroom, and what has an enormous impact on what and how
well learning will occur does not guarantee possession of
the appropriate tools by which to measure that structure,
either within the subject matter or in the student's head.
Measures of concept relatedness. under the assumption that
the structure of meaning entails such relatedness. have been
offered by Shavelson and others, in combination with hierar-
chical, scaling, and graphic analyses, as means of repre-
senting content and cognitive structure and evaluating their
correspondence. While these techniques have been shown to
depict some level of logical structure and Interrelatedness
,
whether the structure they reveal is actually at the level
most meaningful and useful to educators remains an open
question. Attempting to determine an answer to this question,
then, was one of the major purposes of this study. Specifi-
cally, It was expected that if the sort of structure un-
covered by these types of Indicators is learnable by rote
with no real comprehension of the material required, the
cognitive structure might appear to approximate the relevant
content structure but recall dependent upon comprehension
would be low. If, on the other h? nd, these technioues are
indicative Of n deep level of structure, then recall should
be high If the approprlnte cognitive structure cnn te taught
and
.pproxlmote. content structure. Furthermore, differences
nmong student, in different states of learning after eoulvo-
lent instruction should become evident upon the application
of these meonures.
The second aim of this study concerned a nonspecific
facultative transfer effect found In the learning of com-
plex materials by Royer and his associates and explained, to
data, only In terms of initially presented information act-
ing as a knowledge
-bridge" between that which students
already know and th.t which they are subsequently reaulred
to learn. It was hypothesized here that applying Shavelson's
measures for representing cognitive and content structure to'
this situation might give us a handle on what nonspecific
transfer actually is.
With respect to the first question raised by this
study, results support the contention, first raised. as a
possibility by Hothkopf and Thurner (1970), that the sort of
structure being measured here can be taught so that cogni-
tive structure approximates content structure but with little
resultant gain In comprehension or subsequent recall. Idea-
unit recall of the group which received the structure-
training initial passage was second lowest of all the treat-
ment groups and no different from recall of the nonfacilita-
tlve frroups combined. The cognitive structures of this
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group, however, (as measured both before and after second
passage reading) more closely approximated the electrical
content structure th.n any other group. This calls into
question, then, the usefulness of association measures for
evaluating the cognitive structure that accrues from school
learning, since it appears that a more superficial level of
structure is being tapped than is absolutely desirable.
Following in the vein of Rothkopf and Thurner (I970), it
would appear that the students in the structure-training
treatment group learned to relate the key concepts as they
were related in the instructional material, but without a
full understanding of the meanings of these relationships.
Bearing on this issue to some degree and yet offering
possibly opposite conclusions are the effects of underlining
on recall and structure found in this study. Underlining
was originally selected as a task expected to draw students'
attentions to the key concepts inherent in the instructional
material without demanding full comprehension or processing
of the information contained there (a scanning function,
perhaps). A reasonable prediction based on this expectation,
then, would be that students who underlined would more
closely approximate, in their cognitive structures, the con-
tent structure of the passage they underlined than would
students who did not underline. This is. of course, assuming
that the tests measure appropriate structure. Their recall,
however, would probably not be quite as high, given that
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they did not process the information as fully, m the event
that the measurement methods are Invalid for measuring
appropriate structure, no differences m either structure or
recall as a function of underlining would be expected; If
anything, groups who underlined might recall slightly more
if underlining hps more of a note-taking function than a
scannin- for key-concepts function. Results did not bear
out either prediction, however. Instead, underlining inter-
acted with the type of first passage (heat concrete or
abstract) in its effects on recall and it produced rather
difficult to Interpret results in the structure measures.
Given these results, the question that immediately arises
concerns the purity of the treatments, whether, in fact,
students actually followed their specific instructions to
underline key concepts or not. Observation during the experi-
mental sessions revealed that two types of confounding did
occur, but both at a low frequency. A few students in the
underlining conditions failed to underline and a few more
underlined vihere they vrere instructed not to. There
appeared to be, too, a high correspondence between those
students who did not follow instructions and those who
failed to return for the second experimental session; since
the latter viere replaced in the experiment, some of the
possible confounding \ms avoided.
Confounding aside, then, and considering recall first,
underlining tended to improve remembering of idea units in
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the facllltntlve condition (concrete first passage), but it
definitely interfered with recall in the nonfacilitative
condition (abstract first passage). One possible interpre-
tation Of this is thpt underlining may take on more of a
note-taking function in the case where the student already
understands fairly well what (s)he is reading, whereas when
the student does not understand the material well, underlin-
ing can only serve to highlight key concepts. It would be
Interesting to note what was actually underlined in each
case; they could conceivably be quite different, underlinings
in the former case relating fairly directly, perhaps, to the
student's prior knowledge and in the latter, reflecting only
the key concepts selected for the material.
The effect of underlining on structure, while not large,
also does not indicate that underlining draws attention to
key concepts in such a way as to improve the correspondence
between content and cognitive structure. Only in one pair
of groups, on one test, was the correlation between content
and cognitive structure any larger for the underliners. It
might be possible to suggest from this, too, th<'>t some
degree of comprehension is related to these structure
measures
.
An issue to consider briefly here is the Question of
the appropriateness of using matrix correlation to determine
closeness of correspondence between different structures.
Preece (1976b) argued against Euclidean distance computations
ween
eve-
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because he could demonstrate differences m distance bet
structures without concurrent changes m measure of achi
ment. We hr ve the opposite problem here, however. A pre-
'
llmlnary application of the distance analysis to structure
data did not discriminate among groups which. In fact, dif-
fered on the rec.ll measure. Is that a problem with Eucli-
dean distance analysis, or Is that a problem of the original
measure of structure? The answer simply Is not clear.
A strike m favor of usln^ matrix correlation over Euclidean
distance as an Index of correspondence, however, occurs when
we consider the possibility that some structure might be a
scaled replicate of another. If, for example, the similarity
values in one matrix were exactly twice the corresponding
values in a second matrix, a Euclidean distance analysis
would indicate a large discrepancy between them while the
multidimensional scaling routine would produce identical-
looking structures. A matrix correlation, on the other
hand, would not produce such spurious results; a perfect
correlation would result vfith identical structures. One
problem, though, with the correlation index as it was used
here is that the values in the original similarity matrices
were used as input, rather than the values of the solutions
produced by the scaling routine. Because the scaling rou-
tine was used to find the best-fitting solutions for the •
original data, using the solution distance values in the
correlation calculations would have been more appropriate.
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In nny event, the correlations found here are by no means
large and must remain suggestive rather than conclusive.
Turning now to interpretations of the actual multidi-
mensional representations of content and cognitive structure,
and wh.t they may have to offer us in the form of an explana-
tion for the facilitative learning effect (once again
replicated), we find both hope and despair. Despair first.
Going by any of the guidelines of the relationship between
stress and goodness of fit in finding both the presence of
structure not due to chance and its appropriate dimension-
ality (Kruskal. ISS^-a; Klahr, I969; Stenson & Knoll, I969;
V/agenaar & Padmos. 1971), then all of the representations
recovered for the cognitive structures are poor. What is
worse is that even the event "that the null hypothesis of
randomness has been rejected is probably not sufficient to
ensure that there is any useful structure in the data"
(Spence, 197^, p. 267). Error in the cognitive structure
data would certainly explain some of the lack of fit, but
beyond that, multidimensional solutions via the Kruskal-
Shepard technique do not look especially promising for the
representation of this sort of data. A more promising
technique for this situation might be the Tucker-Mes sick
points-of-view anr lysis (Tucker & Messick, I968). Also a
multidimensional scaling routine, this analysis operates on
the proximity matrices of Individual subjects and groups
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srenter the number of key concepts or the number of res-
ponses per concept on the WA test, the ^renter the ti„e
involvement for scoring. An. as for the expense Involve. In
an.ly.,ng the results of the proxl.ity although com-
puter nleorlt^s exist for multidimensional scaling routine^
they nre long-running (.bout 20 seconds for one solution) ond
require considerably more memory sp.ce (^175.000 bits) th.n
the overage program, all of which makes them costly to run
on a routine basis. Perhaps. „ith an Increase In technology
the cost and time limitations „lll be reduced and make the
procedure more feasible to use than It currently Is.
On a purely research level, however, the tectoloues
remain intriguing and the potential for their use In applied
settings still exists. The data-collecting procedures (such
as the WA or GC tests) do assess some sort and degree of
mterrelatedness and may. Indeed, be useful for collecting
certain types of information. But certain methodological
gaps need to be filled in order to realize this potential and
make these techniques more widely applicable in an evaluative
capacity, and a look at these shortcomings would certainly
be productive.
Tf^ckllng the mterpretabllity problem with respect to
the multldlmenslonnl scaling solutions would seem to be the
first order of business, nnd this encompasses the issues of
finding criterial solutions against which to judge student
cognitive structure, finding ways of determining the best
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them according to their similarity, students who have
structured concepts similarly, then, would be grouped
and their data analyzed to produce a representative configur-
atlon for their "point of view." Because of likely indivi-
dual differences m background and amount learned among
subjects in each of the treatment groups in this study,
applying the Tucker-Kesslck routine might well produce more
mterpretable conglomerate structures than were produced by
the Shepard-Kruskal technique. In addition, subgroups of
students might be identified and their cognitive structures
studied in relation to the content structures.
According to Shepard (1972). Kruskal (196i^a), and Sub-
kovlak (1975), ultimate choice of dimensionality and con-
figuration is left up to the discretion of the experimenter;
almost anything goes if it aids the researcher in the inter-
pretation of his or her results. But that brings us to
another, ever recurring, problem: interpretability. The
representations recovered in this study from cognitive and
content structure summary matrices offer little more insight
into v/ays of Improving Interpretability than any of their
predecessors. When a particular structure is not knov7n or
expected a priori
. then trying to recover one that is both
meaningful and useful is not an easy task. Axis rotation
appears also to be at the discretion of the researcher, and
It is often unclear as to precisely what orientation the
axes should take. And if we are limited to merely extracting
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Clusters of similar concepts because of Interpretation dif-
ficultles then we are probably not taking the fullest ad-
vantage of what the. analysis can offer in terms of dimen-
sionality. The problem of how similar is similar also
arises once again. Without more standard procedures for
determining how closely corresponding two representations
are. comparisons of student cognitive structure to teacher
cognitive structures, or student structures to content
structures, for diagnostic purposes, will never be feasible.
After so much bad news, what's the good news? What
looks promising is the possibility of shedding more light,
through these analyses, on the sources of facilitatlve trans-
fer occurring in the HC-2A treatment groups. There were
seven concepts appearing in all of the passages, with one
additional concept appearing under one label in the heat
passages and under another in the electrical passage. And
comparing the content structures of the three separate
passages (heat concrete, heat abstract, and electrical), we
con see that several similarities exist between the heat
concrete and the electrical passages, whereas few are evident
between the heat abstract and either of the other tv;o
passages. If the heat concrete configuration is rotated 90°,
then the concepts MSTAL, CCNDUCTCH/CCNDUCTIVITY, and ELSCTHON
line up along the same dimension in both the heat concrete
and electrical passages, and the concepts STRUCTURAL
REGULARITY and BONDED MOLECULE align along the same dimension.
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It seems possible, then, thnt the interconcept relationships
existing between the concepts In those two groups of concepts
are ocaulred during the rending of the concrete heat flow
passage and then are available to facilitate learning of the
other relationships In the electrical passage. Since Royer
and Cable (1976) demonstrated the facllltatlve effect using
entirely abstract passages, which had either Inserted Illus-
trations or analogies, however, there Is still some question
as to why the hent concrete, but not the heat abstract,
content structure resembles that of the electrical content
In their common concepts. Still, although Geeslln and
Shavelson (1975) recommend thr-t "studies should examine
Instructional variables which lead to a closer correspondence
between content structure and cognitive structure" (p. 37).
perhaps studies using these sorts of analyses should also
examine the correspondence between the respective content
structures altered by some Instructional v<-rlable In order to
determine why some facllltatlve effect occurred.
Summary and Sufrgestlons for Future Research
Results of this study Indicated that proximity measures,
with their correspondent scaling analyses, should be approa-
ched with some caution If the purpose for using them Is to
evaluate learning by comparing structures to content struc-
tures. It appears that the structure measured by these
assessment techniques can be trained to some degree without
teaching for conprehension and without promoting an Increasem rec.ll and those would certainly not be among the goals of
any educator. A related problem arising when we tal. about
measuring
.-cognitive- structure Is the fact that all of the
concepts used In these techniques must be prespeclf led
.
That, m Itself, automatically limits the structure th.t
can emerge. There Is no room for student Idlosyncracy.
except within the limits of those predefined concepts/and
no possible assessment of student prior knowledge of that
material Involving various and sundry related facts, while
these may all affect how the configuration of Interest Is
learned-how much Information gets processed, what material
Is processed, and what a final configuration might look
like-none of these effects can be reasonably assessed using
already specified concepts.
Another cautionary note with respect to the use of
these types of measure and analyses in an educational evalua-
tive setting concerns simply the time and cost involved in
using them. While these factors h.r^ve not yet been mentioned
by any other researcher, they certainly cannot be denied
when considering the pragmatic utility of applying proximity
measures and multidimensional scaling analysis on a large
scale. While developing and administering the word-
association or graphic construction tests (or virtually any
other proximity measure) may not be tedious or time-consuming,
scoring student responses most definitely is both, and the
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solution for the structure, produced by students, and findln,
ounntlt.tlve measures of comparison between the student
structures and the criterlal structures, with respect to
orlterlal solutions, we need to know whether experts in a
subject area differ from one another in the manner in which
they structure the subject matter concepts and whether they
differ in methodical ways from the structure of the content
Itself. Only with that information can we decide what should
comprise a criterlal solution, or solutions, against which
to evaluate student solutions. Finding "best- solutions
involves the decisions regarding dimensionality and axes
rotation, and advances m the methodology are needed here
to develop standard, strtlstlcal bases upon which to make
those decisions. And the need to find quantitative measures
of comparisons for derived structures more or less speaks for
itself; we need a standard procedure both for making Judg-
ments of similarity or difference between structures and for
interpreting those Judgments.
Other methodological issues that bear further explora-
tion are those related to assessing prior knowledge of sub-
ject matter, which might also Involve questioning the way in
which the concepts to be rated are chosen, and those taking
Into account other student characteristics. The points-of-
vlew analysis, or other amayses geared to revealing individ-
ual differences, might be one promising approach to the
problem of assessing prior knowledge of a subject matter.
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subgroup. Of
.tuaents h.vlns different
..c.erounas In „
subject nre. could be identified
.nd the differences in the
w«y m Which they structure the
.ey concepts ouantlfled
An, that info^atlon could for.
. strong tese fro. which to
««ke predictions of changes m cognitive structure over
learnlns and fro. which evaluate and Interpret actual changes
that do occur, since the degree of prior knowledge about a
subject possessed by a student might well influence what
(s)he would take to be Important concepts m future learning,
other empirical ways of determining what concepts should be
selected for the rating tasks ought to be explored. And
other types of rating tasks, such as the card-sort, that
Will yield proximity data suitable for analysis m multidi-
mensional routines warrant further research as to their
sensitivity In tapping comprehension levels of cognitive
structure. Finally, relating other student characteristics
to their structuring of instructional concepts is certainly
on area for further Investigation.
There is no question but wh-r t this method61ogy and its
application to the assessment of cognitive structure is in
the early stages of development. /,nd there is really no
question as to the promise of the techniques and the Impor-
tance of the assessment of cognitive structure. Once the
methodological issues raised here have been derlt with and
the technology advanced sufficiently, practical assessment
of higher-order learning—what students have learned of the
content in
.ue.tlon with respect to other students, „ith
"
respect to their teachers, ond with respect to the content
ltself--may become a reality.
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APPENDIX A I Materials
General Instructions
Passage Reading Instructions '
Word Association Test Instructions
Graph Construction Test InstructionsEA Passage
HO Passage
HA Passage
ST Passage
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GENERAL I.NlSrRUCTIONS
+ This study investigates several techniques for measuring
and depicting the structure in people's memories that results
when they study textual materials. The experiment uill be
conducted in two sessions. In the first session, you will
read a short passage and then do tv;o tasks involving manipu-
lation of the key concepts in the passage. The second session
will be virtually identical to the first except that you will
be reading a different passage and doing one additional memory
task. Since some students will have additional instructions
during the reading phase of the experiment, do not be surprised
when others around you are not doing exactly what you are or
are not reading exactly the same thing. Just follow your own
instructions .
Are there any questions?
V'hen you are told to do so, turn the page and read the
specific instructions to yourself.
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FIRST PASSAGE INSTRUCTIONS
Underlining
S;rca°e?uUy'^f;2:
'Then'^Lff? Sai'^^^^'^^ ^^^^^^ ^^-^^
underline whafTHI think are th^\nf? - '^^l
contained in the cassa^s ly,l^l
most important KEY CONCEPTS
Short Phrase I'ul l^lllf re flTo^
.'^H y'^u°"t^ir^rrSe°Lttimportant concepts in the passage. When yoi are fi^^shed
finLjed """"^ ^""^ly ""^il everyone l!s
•
No Underlining
^rcarefunv'?wi '^SIJ ^^^^ P^^^^g^ slowly
n^^L ^ -Sf twice. When you are finished, turn the passaf^eover and wait quietly until everyone is finished? P^^^^S^
SECOND PASSAGE INSTRUCTIONS
Underlining:
You will be given two minutes to read each pai-e of the three
?ofdid\n't^ underlLf\ey concep?ras
ll^r ho .
^l^^e first passage you read. Remember that key conemay be one word each or a short phrase but should be what youthink are the most important concepts in the passage. The expmenter will tell you when to go on to the next pagl. Once yoShave turned a page, do not refer back to it or privious pages.
Do not begin until you are told to do so.
No Underlining
You will be given two minutes to read each of the three pages inthis passage. If you finish reading a page before the two minutes
are up, start reading it again. The experimenter will tell you
when to go on to the next page. Once you have turned a page,do not refer back to it or previous pages.
Do not begin until you are told to do so.
10?
V/ORD ASSOCIATION TaSK
Printed at the top of each page in this booklet is a word
or short phrase that appeared in the passage you just read.
On the lines provided beiow the v;ord, write down as many words
(or concepts) as you can think of that are related to the
printed word. You will have only one (1) minute per page so
think fast and write down as many related words as you can.
Do not begin or turn to a new page until you are in-
structed to do so. The experimenter will tell you when to
turn each page-
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GRAPH CONSTRUCTION INSTRUCTIONS
•
n^ior- Y ^
^^^^ arrange concepts on a sheet of
^11^' arrange the concepts in the way that is mostmeaningful to you. Concepts v;hich you think are closely related
will be placed close together on the paper. The concepts may beclustered into tight groups or spread out. You should connect
concepts which are related by lines.
F^r example, the following is a sample arrangement for ecology.
Ecosystems
Nitrogen
Cycle
Waterj
Cycle
Carbon
Cycle
Not all the important concepts are included in this example, and
you may disagree with the way they are related. However, it does
illustrate the kind of arrangement you should make. Note, for
instance, that producer is much more closely related to consumer
and niche than it is to carbon cycle.
Attached to this shefet of instructions you v/ill find a sheet r»f
paper and an envelope containing labels. Each label has a
concept from the passage you gust read vyritten on it. Arrange
the labels on the paper. VJhen you are satisfied that you have
represented the concepts in the most meaningful way based on what
you remember from the passage, peel off the back of the label and
affix it in position.
Are there any questions about what you are supposed to do?
•Adapted from Rudnitsky and Garlock (1977).
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Electrical conductivity is a property present to various
degrees in materials and concerns the extent to which that material
allows the flow of electrical current through Itself. The current
flow actually consists of many negatively charged electrons mi-
grating toward an attracting positive pole. This attraction is
similar to the attracting characteristics of opposite magnetic
poles,
LThe capability of a material to conduct electricity is deter-
mined by a number of physical properties: the atomic and crystalline
structure of the material, the thermal state of the material; and
magnetic influences on the substance.
In general, the most efficient conductors of electricity are
metallic in nature. Metals are highly efficient conductors because
they possess two physical properties critical to efficient conduction.
These features are the presence of unbonded electrons and a highly
regular molecular structure. Sufficient magnification of a particle
of metal would reveal an interior structure consisting of bounded
molecules arranged in a systematic order. These regular structures
are known as crystal lattices, m furtner examination of these
structures would reveal considerable "open space" in and around
the structures and that unbonded electrons were moving at random
through these spaces.
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V-'hen the negative and positive- poles of a current source such
as a battery are attached to a bar of metal free electrons from
the battery pass into the bar. ^t the same time unbonded electrons
from the metal are attracted by and begin to flovj into the posi-
tive pole of the battery. The abundance of electrons in one area
of the bar coupled v/ith the reduction in electrons in the other
end results in a stabilization action v;hereby electrons are migrating
from the negative to the positive pole of the battery.
Because the free electrons play an integral part in the flow
of current through a medium, it is important to note that the
presence of relatively few of these loosely bonded particles would
greatly restrict the potential current flov/. Likev/ise, the degree
of regularity v;ithin the crystalline structure influences the con-
ductive efficiency of the medium. The relationship betv/een the
internal structural regularity and the passage of electrons through
the medium is such that a symmetrical structural array permits a
greater number of electrons to pass, and, conversely, an irregular
structure, by increasing the probability of collisions between the
electrons and the molecular units would greatly decrease conduc-
tivity.
Two other factors v;hich influence the degree of conductivity
of a material are its thermal state and the presence of a nearby
magnetic force field.
The degree of conductivity of a substance is dependent upon the
thermal state of the medium because an increase in thermal energy
results in a higher thermal agitation velocity among the crystalline
structure units. The resultant increase in agitation velocity in
turn increases the probability of collisions between the current
electrons and the vibrating structural units. This increase in
collision rate results in restricted current flow.
A magnetic force field can also decrease current flow. This
decrease occurs due to a restriction in the conducting surface of
the medium and the resultant increase in inter-electron collisions.
The presence of a negative force field near a conductive medium
would force the similarly charged electrons passing through the
medium towards the side of the medium opposite the direction of the
force field. The resultant crowding of the current electrons
through such a restricted space will necessarily decrease the amount
of current which can pass through the medium in a given amount of
time. The presence of the force field not only restricts the con-
ducting space of the medium but also increases the frequency of
inter-electron collisions. As the moving electrons are initially
repelled by the force field, in seeking to flow both tov^ards the
positive pole of the medium and away from the force field they
will more frequently collide among themselves, thus further re-
stricting current flow.
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The term "heat flow" is a descriptive concept invented by man
rather than a representation of physical reality. That is, we can
not see, feel, hear, taste, or smell heat. Rather, what we can see
and feel is a change in temperature. The idea of heat flow was in-
vented to fill a gap in our logic. In this passage we will be dis-
cussing how heat is transferred from one location to another in a
bar of metal such as iron. The term used to describee such transfer
is knovyn as conduction.
Heat transfer actually involves the transfer of molecular motion.
In the case of conduction this transfer of motion <?ccurs through a
solid substance such as our bar of iron. If we were able to examine
a bar of iron through an extremely powerful microscope, we would see
that the interior consists of a series of regularly shaped and spaced
structural units knov/n as crystal lattices. In order to picture these
lattices, imagine a box made of many tinker-toys, the inside as well
as the outside consisting of joined parts. The solid round parts of
the tinker-toys would correspond to the molecules within the crystal
lattice. The interior of the bar consists of many of these "boxes"
joined together. In our bar of iron, v/hich is a good conductor of
heat, each of the bonded molecules vnthin the lattice has associated
with it several "free-floating" electrons. Each crystal lattice, then,
is an orderly array of molecules surrounded by a cloud of electrons
which are not attached to any particular moleCule, but are free to
move at random through the lattice. You can picture this by imagining
many tiny particles floating through the series of tinker-toy boxes.
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In our bar of iron, the lattices making up the bar, and the
electrons within the lattices, are all in constant motion. For the
lattices, this motion consists of back and forth vibrations. The
electrons are also in motion but moving at random through the lattices.
When the entire bar of iron is at a constant temperature, the movement
(agitation) of all the lattices and electrons is occurring at the
same speed or velocity. Thus, if we vvere to look at the velocity of
any individual lattice or electron, it would be about the same as the
average velocity of all the rest of the lattices and electrons in the
bar. The agitation velocity corresponds to the temperature in the bar.
That is, as the temperature of the bar increases, there is also an
increase in agitation velocity.
If we now heat one end of our iron bar, several things happen.
The free electrons and the lattices near the heat source begin to move
more rapidly than those in the remainder of the bar. This increased
agitation results in a higher number of collisions between the free
electrons and the bonded atoms and among the free electrons themselves.
These collisions agitate the atoms and electrons being struck and cause
them to collide in turn with other nearby particles. The agitation
occurring within one lattice produces a similar agitation within sur-
rounding lattices. Eventually this increased agitation is transmitted
the length of the bar. The transmission of agitation velocity corres-
ponds to temperature changes throughout the bar. ThuS; by applying a
heat source to one end of the bar, we eventually produce a higher de-
gree of agitation for all the lattices making up the bar, which is
noticeable as an increase in temperaturer
Two factors which affect the flow of heat in a bar of metal
are pressure and impurities in the metal.
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If pressure, such as a strain to twist the bar is applied, the flow of
heat is slowed down. Using our tinker-toy model, we can see that each
atom is connected in a regular and orderly fashion to surrounding atoms.
If we twist one end of the bar while holding the other end steady, we
may not only break some of the connections between the atoms but we
will also destroy the regularity. Much of the energy an atom transfers
in the heat flow collisions is lost because the distortion has moved
the next atom slightly off target-
Imagine, for example, tv/o situations with dominos (crystal lattices),
the first being where dominos are lined up in orderly rows. If we
topple the dominos in the front rank of each row, the toppling motion
is quickly transmitted to the remaining standing dominos. However, if
the standing dominos are arranged in a haphazard fashion, the toppling
motion is only transmitted to some of the dominos; many will remain
standing. Heat flow through a metal under pressure or not under pres-
sure occurs in a similar manner.
The effect of an impurity in a metal also serves to reduce the
efficiency of heat transmission. If we v;ere to place some sizeable
object (such as a pack of cigarettes) in our orderly array of dominos,
we would see that the toppling motion would be reduced around the object.
Likewise, the presence of some impurity in a bar of metal serves to re-
duce the transfer of agitation velocity in the orderly crystal lattice
arrays. This is because the impurity breaks up the regularity of the
crystalline structures, and absorbs some of the energy that might
otherwise be transmitted through the metal.
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The term "heat flov/" is an abstraction invented by man rather
than a representation of physical reality. That is, heat is not
detectable by any of our sensory mechanisms. Rather, . vjhat v/e do
detect is a change in te mperature and the notion of heat flov\; v;as
invented to fill a gap in our logic. In this passage we v/ill be
discussing hov/ heat is transferred from one location to another
within the confines of a metallic medium. The term used to describe
such transfer is known as conduction.
Heat transfer is best conceptualized as the transfer of motion.
In the case of conduction this transfer occurs through some solid
physical medium, such as metal. If we were able to examine a bar
of metal through an extremely pov/erful microscope we would see
that the interior of the bar consists of a series of crystal lattices,
v/ith each lattice consisting of many tightly bonded atoms. In a
metal which is an efficient conductor of heat, each of the atoms
has associated with it one or more "free floating" electrons. Each
crystal lattice, then, consists of an orderly array of atoms sur-
rounded by a cloud of electrons which are not attached to any par-
ticular atom but are free to move at random tnrough the confines
of the lattice.
The overall regularity in the crystalline structure of a metal
is highly significant in that substance's particular ability to
more efficiently and more quickly transmit heat.
or
.on
In a substance where the crystalline structure is irregular
randomized, much of the energy of the thermal agitation is lost
in the vibrating of particles which have no significant contact
with particles in the direction opposite the heat source. Under
conditions of constant temperature throughout tne bar of metal,
the individual crystal lattices making up the bar, and the free
electrons within the lattices, have a velocity of thermal agitati
that is roughly equivalent to the statistical average of the thermal
agitation velocity for the entire bar. This velocity in turn
corresponds to the temperature of the bar. As the temperature of
the entire bar increases, there will be a concomitant increase in
the velocity of thermal agitation. Within the crystal lattices
the free electrons move at random but are deflected and scattered
by collisions with other electrons or with the bonded atoms in
the lattice.
If we now apply a heat source to one end of a constant temper-
ature bar a number of things occur. The free electrons within
the lattices near the heat source acquire a velocity greater than
the electrons within the remainder of the bar. This increased agi-
tation results in a higher number of collisions occuring between
the free electrons and the bonded atoms and among the free electrons
themselves. These collisions in turn agitate the atoms and electrons
being struck and cause them to collide with other particles within
the lattice. The agitation occurring v/ithin one lattice produces a
similar agitation within surrounding lattices and eventually this
Increased thermal agitation velocity is transmitted the length of
the bar. ' • '
.
•
•
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This transmission of agitation velocity is accompanied by temper-
ature Changes throughout the bar. Thus, by applying a heat source
to one end of the bar we eventually produce a higher degree of
thermal agitation for all of the lattices making up the bar. This
increased agitation in turn increase the temperature of the entire
bar.
Two factors which affect the flow of heat in a bar of metal are
pressure and impurities in the metal. The application of pressure to
a heat conducting medium produces a distortion of the crystalline
structure with a resulting loss in the efficiency of the material
as a heat conducting medium. The reason for this is twofold. First,
pressure serves to break the bonds between the crystal arrays.
Second, the pressure distorts the symmetry of the crystalline struc-
tures. Both of these factors result in a disturbance of the thermal
agitation. Units v;hich were previously directly colliding with each
other will now bnly obliquely collide, with a resultant loss or waste
of energy. Collisions of the latter form are prohibitive to heat flow,
The presence of a foreign particle or impurity in the chemical
composition of the metal also reduces the efficiency of heat transfer
in the medium. This is because the particle produces a distortion
in the structural symmetry of the crystal lattices. The result is
that some of the molecules in the medium will be moved into oblique
positions, with a resultant loss of efficiency of thermal agitation
transfer. The impurity produces this loss of efficiency in two ways.
It absorb s some of the energy instead of passing it on, and because
of the fact that the impurity is not as structurally bonded as the
crystal lattices, it moves erratically thereby disturbing the normal
transfer of energy.
m any kind of instruction, the important concepts are related
to one another in some way. and it is the teacher^s job to convey
those interrelationships to students, one «ay of portraying re-
l=ti=.-.=hipc ^r.cr.5 r.r.coptc i= tc picture th== ac in the fcUcv.-i.--
diagram, which shows how thirteen important concepts having to ao
with electrical conductivity are interrelated. These thirteen con-
cepts are conductivity, current flow. pole, metal, electron, struc-
tural regularity, crystal lattice, atomic structure, collisions.
conductive efficiencv. thprm^iT Q+a+^i t«^^ u.-x^x u^y, xne inai state, magnetic force field, and
agitation velocity. Take a moment to study the diagram.
The way to interpret the picture and determine what sorts of
relationships exist among- the concepts is to understand and follow
two basic rules. First, concepts that occur close together spatially
are highly associated within the phenomenon of electrical conductivity.
Therefore, thinking of one should give rise to thinking of the other,
and both should elicit the same, or nearly the same, set of addi-
tional related concepts.
yrRocf'jsLi:
{ccuJ5i
second, the lines connecting certain concepts portray the
.irectnoss
Of relationship between those concepts. Solid lines .ean that the
direct connections between connpntc ^v.^ 4.x cep s are strong whereas dotted lines
indicate that the direct lin.s are
.airly wea..
.hile concepts
.ay
be directly related, they .ight still evo.e so.ewhat different sets
Of associated concepts. An example of the difference between close-
ness Of association (Rule 1) and directness of relationship (Rule 2)
might be found in the interrelationship between cat, do,, and rna^.
Cat and do^ are directly related to ^amnial in that they are examples
Of it. But when one thinks of cat or do^, ^a^ ,oes not immediately
come to mind, and vice-versa. Cat and do^, however, are high associates
Of each other, since thinking of one quite readily brings to mind the
other. Both also tend to
-elicit similar thoughts, but they are not
directly related in the way each is related to mammal
.
Looking back at the diagram and following rules 1 and 2. you
can see that in electrical conductivity, certain groups of concepts
bear high, but not necessarily direct, association to one another.
Metal and conductivity, for example, are highly associated but not
directly related. Crystal lattice , structural re-ularitv
. and atonic
structure are closely associated and related to one another directly
and strongly. Pole and electron occupy nearly the sair.e point on the
diagram, which makes them very closely associated, and they are also
directly connected, a fact which is not too clearly shov-n in the
diagram. Finally, collisions is quite highly associated with pole/
electron and directly related to them as well.
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Considering the remaining direct relp+.-nb ations among concepts, youcan see that metal is direct] v ^nn 4-± u ly and strongly rplnto.^ -^^
.
^ e ated uo conauctive
efficiency
,
current flow, and nole/electro^ m .
"
* E £i n. Conductivity is <^t-or'T-
connected xo ou,,,,^
_
^^^^^^^
Which is itsel. also wea.ly oonnectea to 2asiitic_rorrii;^
^!jS-ti^^orc,_n^ is st.on,ly relatea onl, to pu»ent n^,!
..Uealso being directly related to structuraLregul^^
lattice („Mch are themselves connected,. ato=uc.3tructu^ is stron^.y
connected to both conductivity and coU^. p^,,,,^.
°'
velocit:. is weakly connected only to cr^^talJLattice
.
Keeping in .ind what it „eans for concepts to be directly related
versus highly associated, study the diagram of the structure of
electrical conductivity concepts once again, reprinted below.
APPENDIX B. Stress Functions, Scaling Solutions
Figures B-1, E-2, 3-3, Stress as a function ofdimension for the content structure solu-tions of the E. HC. and HA passages,
respectively *
Figures B-^ through B-23: Stress as a function ofdimension for S and H cogntiive structures
all groups and tests
Figures B-24 through E-26, Multidimensional
scaling solutions for the S, HC, and HApassages, respectively
Figures B-27 through 3-46 i Multidimensional
scaling solutions for the E and H cognitiv
structures, all groups and tests
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APPENDIX Ct Raw Data
Tables C-1 - C-3i Content Structure
Matrices
Tables C-4 - C-23: Cognitive Structure
Matrices
Table C-24j Number of Idea Units Recalled
by Individual Subjects
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TABLE C-1
Content Structure Summary Matrix, S Passage
CD
CD c? PO u CL AS CO TS :.1F? AV1.0
.33 J 0 r,
.25 0 0 .25 'JJ .25 .25
CF 0 1.0 0 0
.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PO 0 0 1.0 .50 .50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ME .50 0 .50 1.0 .50 .20 0
.33 0 .50 0 0 0
EL 0 .50 .50 .50 1.0 .25 0
.33 .50 0 0 .25 .20
SR 0 0 0 0
.25 1.0 .50 .50 0 0 0 0 0
CL .25 0 0 0 0
.33 1.0 .50 0 0
.33 .33 .33
AS .50 0 0 0
.33 .50 .50 1.0 .50 0 0 0 .17
CO 0 .50 .50 0 .50 0 0
.50 1.0 0 0
.33 .25
CE 0 0 0 .50 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
TS .25 0 0 0 0 0
.33 0 0 0 1.0
.33 0
MFF .33 .50 .33 0 .33 0 .33 0 .33 0 .33 1.0 0
AV 0 0 0 0 0 0
.33 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
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TABLE C-2
Content Structure Summary Matrix, HC Passage
HF X 33 50 0 50 0 33 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0
CD 33 X 20 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ME 50 0 X 0 0 25 33 33 20 0 33 50 33 0 ^0 25
SR 0 0 0 X 0 0 50 50 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TM 50 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EL 0 0 25 50 0 X 50 50 50 50 0 0 0 0 0 50
BM 0 0 33 50 0 50 X 50 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0
CL 0 0 33 50 0 50 50 X 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 50
AY 0 0 0 25 0 50 0 50 X 0 0 0 50 0 50 0
CO 50 0 0 0 0 50 50 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0
PR 33 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 33 0 0 0 0
ir^ 33 0 50 50 0 0 0 33 25 0 33 X 0 0 33 0
TEiM 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 33 50 33 0 0 X 0 50 50
DIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0
TR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 50 0 X 50
TA 0 0 0 0 0 50 25 50 50 33 0 0 25 0 50 X
Note I Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place
less than one.
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TABLE C-3
Content Structure Summary Matrix, HA Passa,
HF X 33 50 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (J u
CD 33 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A\J u nu
ME 33 0 X 33 0 0 0 50 17 0 50 so J J
SR 0 0 33 Y 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 J J A\J
TP/I 50 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A
EL 0 0 0 0 0 X 33 50 50 50 0 0 0 0 0 J J
BM 0 0 0 0 0 33 X 50 0 50 0 0 0 . 0 20 20
CL 0 0 50 50 0 50 50 X 50 50 0 0 33 50 25 50
AV 0 0 17 0 0 50 0 50 X 0 0 0 50 0 50 50
00 33 0 0 0 0 50 50 50 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0
PR 33 0 50 0 0 0 0 u YA JJ u CO 0 0
IMP 33 0 50 0 0 0 0 33 0 0 33 X 0 0 50 0
TEM 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 33 50 25 0 0 X 0 33 33
DIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0
TR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 33 0 X 0
TA 0 0 17 0 0 33 33 50 50 50 0 0 20 0 0 X
Note J Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place decimals
less than one.
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TA2LS C-^
Cognitive Structure Summary Matrix, E .Passa-e, HC-EA/U
\ wA test)
CD X
CF 27 X
PC 18 X
r.ffi 51 18 07 X
EL 21 2^ 16 14 X
SR 18 12 03 24 10 Y
CL 21 15 02 28 17 42 Y
A QAo 1 c. lU n ^Oo 13 26 19 28 X
CO 12 20 09 13 25 15 17 15 X
CE 17 1^ 0^ 13 14 13 18 12 15 X
TS 08 09 04 06 06 06 08 07 14 11 X
MFF 11 19 34 04 14 04 05 08 12 10 07
AV 08 12 03 10 13 09 13 09 28 11 20
Note J Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place
decimals of the form, .xx.
TABLE C-5
Cognitive Structure Summary Matrix. E Passage. HC-EA/u. (GC te
CD X
CF 32
PO 28 35 X
m ^3 29 28 X
EL 28 31 29 29 X
SR 36 28 23 33 28 X
CL 30 23 23 33 35 34 X
AS 32 26 23 36 37 35 39 X
CO 25 33 28 2^ ^0 25 28 28 X
CE 33 37 28 31 30 36 28 26 32 X
TS 2k 27 23 23 24 26 20 27 30 34 X
MFF 25 33 3^ 25 27 29 23 24 29 32 34 X
AV 16 30 28 22 32 27 25 26 42 29 34 31 X
Note: Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place
decimals less than one.
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TABLE G-6
Cognitive Structure Summary I-atrix. E Passage, HC-SA. (WA test)
CD X
01 X
rU 07 13 X
jylc, Oo X
Ci Jj 1
0
cc. Id 14 X
CIOOA 1 A1
0
A C 22 lo X
PTVi/Ij 1 fti 0 n AU D 0 c23 19 37 A
AS 12 13 08 15 29 24 31 X
CO 10 18 07 12 30 11 14 17 X
CE 22 22 05 28 1^ 16 14 10 14 X
TS 15 1^ 0-^ 11 12 08 07 06 16 15 X
MFF 08 19 31 11 18 09 07 17 14 10 10
AV 11 17 06 \h 16 08 12 10 21 14 19
Note I Decimals have been omitted t all numbers are two place
decimals less than one.
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TABLE C-7
cognitive Structure Summary Matrix. E Passage, HC-EA. (GC test)
CD X
CF 31 X
VA
Mr LL, VA
FT. JO X
SR 27 50 25 31 33 X
CL 33 29 25 41 39 X
AS 30 26 28 36 38 38 ^5 X
CO 22 33 30 22 30 26 23 27 X
CE 32 36 26 31 27 35 30 27 26 X
TS 21 31 30 21 23 25 21 24 34 30 X
MFF 22 35 35 20 28 25 23 26 31 30 34 X
AV 26 3^ 26 20 24 27 20 22 40 29 35 30 X
Note I Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place
decimals less thaji one.
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TABLE C-8
cognitive Structure Sugary Matrix. E Passage. ha-EA/u. (wa test)
CD
CF 22 X
PO 13 17 X
ME 43 21 11 X
EL 14 27 18 17 X
SR 18 12 04 18 15 X
CL 21 15 05 21 19 32 X
AS 12 16 09 13 28 19 24 X
CO 13 18 12 11 32 12 16 17 X
CE 26 20 05 18 16 19 20 18 18 X
TS 16 16 04 10 16 07 12 11 24 15 X
MFF 16 15 31 10 20 07 10 10 15 16 10 X
AV 15 15 11 14 25 14 17 16 34 17 26 12 X
Note I Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two placedecimals less than one.
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TABLE C-9
cognitive Structure Summary Matrix, E Passage, ha-EA/U. (GC test)
CD X
CF 23 X
PO 22 30 X
ME ^5 25 2k X
EL 2k 30 28 29 X
SR 25 23 23 32 31 X
CL 22 22 20 29 33 47 X
AS 28 23 2k 3k ko 36 35 X
CO 18 3^ 25 20 35 22 20 26 X
CE 27 37 25 30 28 33 27 29 29 X
TS 21 32 23 26 26 25 2k 28 31 36 X
MFF 20 34 38 23 28 2k 23 26 29 33 26 X
AV 21 32 22 21 33 23 21 23 42 32 31 24 X
Note I Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place
decimals less than one.
\
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TA3L2 C-10
cognitive structure Sugary Matrix. E Passage. HA-EA. Cu test)
CD X
CF 22 X
PO 11 17 X
ME 37 15 17 X
EL 17 19 18 15 X
SR 18 13 03 27 15 X
CL 19 15 05 33 21 37 X
AS 15 14 06 18 26 23 31 X
CO 10 16 05 10 30 11 16 15 X
CE 18 13 07 18 13 18 18 10 11 X
TS 15 11 06 12 12 09 07 10 22 13 X
MFF 10 13 28 06 21 03 05 14 16 08 08 X
AV 07 13 06 10 18 06 11 08 31 12 25 08
Note I Decimals have been omitted j all numbers are two placedecimals less than one.
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TABLE C-11
cognitive Structure Summary Matrix. 2 Passage. HA-EA. (OC test)
CD X
CF 35 X
PO 2^ 32 X
ME 49 29 23 X
EL 24 31 29 26 X
SR 29 27 21 32 27 X
CL 26 25 23 30 35 37 X
AS 28 26 25 36 37 38 41 X
CO 22 29 26 22 32 26 23 26 X
CE 36 3^ 25 33 25 35 33 31 27
TS 26 29 23 25 27 29 21 27 36
MFF 23 30 3^ 23 25 27 22 26 35
AV 23 29 27 22 26 25 21 24 39
X
Note: Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place
decimals less than one.
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TABL2 G-12
Cognitive Structure Summary Matrix. £ Passage. ST-EA. (1st V
CD X
CF 27 X
PO 18 28 X
ME ^5 36 23 X
EL 12 14 36 12 X
SR 07 08 07 09 07 X
CL 09 05 12 12 11 37 X
AS 06 08 12 08 15 27 38 X
CO 19 16 15 20 12 12 18 21 VA
CE .28 24 10 43 07 05 06 04 15 X
TS 13 17 09 25 03 04 07 10 14 20 X
MFF 18 23 19 23 15 07 09 10 11 14 17
AV 08 05 06 05 04 21 31 19 12 02 02
Notet Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place
decimals less than one.
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TABLK C-13
Cognitive
.structure Gumraary l.'atrix, K p^ssaf^e, :;t-va, (Is t GC test)
CD X
CF ^fO Y
PO 30 33 X
42 40 30 Y
£L 26 30 45 27 x
24 25 25 22 27 X
GL 22 20 23 21 25 39 X
AS 28 24 29 28 33 36 39 X
CO 24 25 30 24 33 27 30 29 V
31 31 27 34 25 27 23 27 24
T3 30 36 24 30 29 21 21 23 25 31 X
:.:ff 30 37 31 30 26 22 19 22 21 26
AV 25 2 5 23 22 27 26 23 29 33 23 29
X
24
Notet Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place
decimals less than one.
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TAiiL!' C-rk
Co,,nitlve
.Uructure
.umranry l,:atrix, E Pasna^e. JT-hA (2nd WA test)
CD X
CF y
PO 2? 42 X
i-2 38 27 X
EL 35 56 28 y
27 29 2^^ 39 31 Y
CL 22 25 14 28 31 50 X
AS 2? 23 17 30 34 39 47
CO 30 31 26 26 35 32 26 23 Y
37 2? 23 47 22 29 29 28 30 X
m 36 30 16 31 22 20 24 19 45 33 x
:.:FF 2? 33 48 22 48 24 17 20 30 23 16
AV 2? 26 18 23 24 25 30 18 41 1 3 41
r^ote: Decimals have teen omitted; all number? are two place
decimals less than one.
Cornitivo Jtructuro ::ummary :;:atrix, paHna^e. :iT-i.A (2nd test)
CD X
CF 39
PO
'i\E
32
^3
38
37 31
3'- ^^5 4? 35 V
ryR 30 25 26 30 29 Y
CL 31 31 29 28 28 ^2 Y
Ao 33 27 33 31 33 50 y
:o 30 30 32 28 36 26 J ^ 29 y
3^ 37 27 37 27 3^ 23 35 22
31 39 27 30 30 2^ 24 26 37
29 3^ 37 33 37 24 26 26 36
A'/ 26 26 2^ o c 28 23 34 29 40
31 X
23 31 X
2 5 48 28
.Xotet Docimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place
decimals less than one.
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Co ;:ni tive
.structure
.j urnmn.ry
f.;In trix
. HG
t hL
X
25
08 19 X
04 11 Y
nr I 18 20 10 07
..J ij 13 14 15 09 22 Y
06 12 14 16 11 20 X
15 14 21 20 17 29 26 X
AV 14 11 08 03 19 19 08 13 X
'JO 15 14 12 10 27 31 15 19 23
PR 05 08 07 12 09 06 04 09 09 7
08 04 04 09 06 02 02 07 10 1
8
17 '
I LM.: 18 22 1 0 04 16 12 05 10 25 15 08 03 X.
^ I O 06 08 07 12 08 10 04 08 14 12 26 15 09
18 28 09 05 13 15 06 11 10 15 09 03 16 11
TA 20 19 11 08 21 19 07 10 28 24 11 07 26 11
( -VA te[5t)
r.ote: Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two pidecimals less than one.
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ta;;l:- c-17
Co^';ni live otructuro :j Limrnary 1/a Lr ix
A
39 X
30 36 7
21 29 32 X
28 33 25 30 X
i::L 24 29 31 23 29 7
23 28 34 33 25 36 7
•
CL 23 30 36 33 24 37 40 A
A'/ 23 23 20 23 34 29 24 26 X
CC 25 29 24 23 41 34 29 26 35 y
PR 20 22 24 25 21 1 8 22 24 21
17 26 24 25 25 23 22 26 22 > 32 y
36 32 27 27 32 23 23 22 35 29 25 19 :•:
DIS 18 23 21 9 ^--
-> 28 22 21 25 26 26 37 37 22 X
TR 32 37 2r 27 41 32 26 23 27 ^ ^ 23 24 27 25
TA 29 30 22 23 30 25 22 24 48 36 20 22 36 24
(3C teat)
i\otej .>ecimal?^ have been omitted; cill numbers are two place decimals
less than one.
HF X
Gu 25
K£ 09 19
05 06
16 25
13 17
T. '/ C8 06
CL 14 11
A'.' 1
1
13
CC 12 16
PR 07 07
i::p 07 07
12 19
DI::> 05
TR 15 19
rp. f 13 25
1H7
structure
.:ummary l,:atrix, HG Pansace, HC-.A, (.VA test)
14 X
1 1 08 X
1
1
11 19
14 15 1
1
16 X
^9 18 13 22 35
* r
11 07 18 15 07 13
09 07 19 25 11 16 >
06 06 07 07 04 07 0 5 10
09 06 06 06 04 06 06 08 06
13 05 16 14 06 06 12 17 0 6 05 X
06 07 05 0^ 04- 04 08 08 14 17 04 X
14 07 17 19 09 14 16 15 05 06 14 Oc
10 05 24 20 08 12 20 18 06 07 29 0^
i\ote: Decinals have been omitted; all numbers are two place
les'o than one.
cecimals
i8y
Co/';ni ti vj D ti'uc tur. J uminary I tx-i X C ra:-;r.a"
Y
CD 36
3^^ 36
') R 23 2/; 39
• r
A
I i'
.
26 30 25 21 V
22 25 27 31 27
23 24 > 37 26 40 /'
•
GL 2^ 30 37 42 O/' 37 46
A
.
22 24 20 23 34 30 24 2 y
CO 20 24 24 26 :> ( 30 26 26 3^
23 26 24 26 CO 23 22 22 27 30 /.
i;.:p ' 9 22 2^ 27 0 c2j; 20 23 31. 3^ X
30 30 32 24 2-1 24 24 23 31 26 21 22 X
19 20 23 29 24 20 21 24 24 30 37 37 21 X
31 3'> 30 21 29 26 23 24 3 3 32 27 20 27 33
TA 25 29 26 33 23 26 27 38 30 26 23 34 24
i.ote t Dec in
than
have
one
.
::een omitte:d; all ]aunbers are two place
33 X
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TABLi-: C-20
Co^^nitive inructure Jurnmary Matrix, HA Passage, HA-KA/u, (WA test)
HF X
GD 23 X
ME 20 31 Y
oR 13 09 17 X
Ti'.: 19 19 19 13 Y
18 14 17 12 15 '_)[
18 1 2 18 13 17 23 Y
CL 15 17 25 25 14 17 22 y
• ' r
J-i V 14 17 15 10 15 15 14 13 X
15 17 15 11 19 21 24 20 27 Yi
.
PR 13 13 15 13 13 08 1 0 13 13 13
IMP 09 10 13 13 1
1
04 07 1 2 12 1 2 19 X
19 22 21 1 0 21 09 1
1
14 19 16 17 09 X
08 10 ^-3 15 12 07 10 13 13 13 22 13 13
TR 15 24 ^-3 10 14 14 f /< 19 13 19 10 08 17
TA 18 22 24 13 19 17 14 21 21 23 15 13 23
Note: Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place decimals
le.;s thrm one.
.
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t i V e otructurt umrn-iry i.iatrix ',-1 A i as
, HA--KA,
;iF
GD 38 Y
33 39 X
oh 27 30 X
Tlvi 27 26 29 24 X
23 23 32 27 29 X
21 25 29 32 26 39
CL 27 24 35 34 25 33 33 X
JX i 23 25 22 22 37 23 21 20 X
20 21 22 25 29 32 30 25 29 y
Pa 20 18 21 27 24 22 21 22 27 27 J V
ir'.p 17 17 19 2^ 20 19 1 B 22 19 30 26 Y
-T-, , -> « , 3^ 32 32 24 27 25 24 32 23 22 20
'-^ T . -1 16 17 16 27 23 20 21 23 21 29 36 44 1^1
TH 26 29 22 26 33 26 28 30 33 32 27 28 30
TA 26 24 22 23 28 24 23 20 35 26 23 19 30
r.otej Decimals havo been omitted; all numbers are two ])l:ici- decimals
less than one.
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CC.nitiv. ,tructwr.: Uun^ary ,,:atrix. HA Passage. HA-.A. (.A to.t)
HF X
ivE 22 31 X
19 16 32 X
t:.; 23 27 23 23 y
r:L 2-^ 19 22 30 31 y
21 1? 24 29 23 37 /
CL 22 22 40 45 27 39 ^5
A'.' 24 26 20 21 33 27 21 25 Y
CC 29 24 25 27 44 37 32 31
PH 16 16 18 22 19 17 18 21 19 23 Y
!::? 13 16 21 15 14 12 13 1 6 13 19 26 Y
ThH 31 22 22 17 31 19 13 14 32 26 19 14 Y
10 09 17 17 12 10 12 15 13 1^ ^4 37 11 X
TR 22 27 19 14 27 21 17 17 32 23 16 11 23 11
TA 32 31 19 19 37 32 23 22 36 37 17 16 31 12
AC. o: Jeci.-iais have been omitted; all numbers are two place decinals
less than one
.
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TAULH C-23
cognitive :nruct.re :jummary Matrix, HA Passa^.e, HA-EA. (GC test)
HF X
CD
35
X
39 X
oH
Ti.;
23
35
25
33
39
29
X
25 ' r/\
2^1 2U 32 3^ 30 V
23 2k 37 36 23 39 y
CL 23 25 k2 23 38 k2 X
A'/ 22 25 21 23 27 31 2k 23 ;/
CC 21 25 2k 2^ 26 38 31 25 kl V
PR 18 22 ?A 26 20 2k 23 25 23 ? 5J
iiv;p 18 22 27 28 21 2k 22 2k 21 25 35 VA
TEM 33 30 27 22 29 22 20 21 29 22 20 19 Y
DIo 17 22 27 29 21 27 27 26 22 27 ko k5 21 X
TR 25 29 29 27 30 30 26 23 27 35 2k 2k 27 23
TA 27 26 22 25 28 31 23 23 36 3k 20 19 33 22
X
26 X
hotel Decimals have been omitted; all numbers are two place decimals
less than one.
TABLE C-Zk
Number of idea Unit. Recalled by Indiviclual oubject.
( 1 ) ( ?) r ^^ /is
3 11 3
9 8 6 6
^
6 3 3
Z 17 5 9
5
8
7
8
5
9 5
9 118
"
1? iS
I/' 7 2 7 6
1^ 6 ^ 12 6
17 8 9 13 6
9 15 11 7 6
13 1/, 13 8
10 11 3
9 11 7 11
^
9 7 7 13* 8
^0 9^ 16+ u
9 6 ^ 12 4(n=20) (n=20) (n=20) (n=20) 6
(n=21)
11
7 12
*This student admitted to being a chemistry major with
strong background in physics.
+This student had a degree in biochemistry and also had
a strong physics background.


